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1 Introduction

We study the nonparametric regression model

Yi = h0(Xi) + εi

E[εi|Xi] = 0
(1)

where Yi ∈ R is a scalar response variable, Xi ∈ X ⊆ Rd is a d-dimensional regressor (predictor

variable), and the conditional mean function h0(x) = E[Yi|Xi = x] belongs to a Hölder space of

smoothness p > 0. We are interested in series least squares (LS) estimation1 of h0 under sup-norm

loss and inference on possibly nonlinear functionals of h0 allowing for weakly dependent regressors and

heavy-tailed errors εi.

For i.i.d. data, Stone (1982) shows that (n/ log n)−p/(2p+d) is the minimax lower bound in sup-norm

risk for estimation of h0 over a Hölder ball of smoothness p > 0. For strictly stationary beta-mixing

regressors, we show that spline and wavelet series LS estimators ĥ of h0 attain the optimal uniform

rate of Stone (1982) under a mild unconditional moment condition E[|εi|2+(d/p)] <∞ imposed on the

martingale difference errors.

More generally, we assume the error process {εi}∞i=−∞ is a martingale difference sequence but

impose no explicit weak dependence condition on the regressor process {Xi}∞i=−∞. Rather, weak de-

pendence of the regressor process is formulated in terms of convergence of a certain random matrix.

We verify this condition for absolutely regular (beta-mixing) sequences by deriving a new exponential

inequality for sums of weakly dependent random matrices. This new inequality then leads to a sharp

upper bound on the sup-norm variance term of series LS estimators with an arbitrary basis. When

combined with a general upper bound on the sup-norm bias term of series LS estimators, the sharp

sup-norm variance bound immediately leads to a general upper bound on the sup-norm convergence

rate of series LS estimators with an arbitrary basis and weakly dependent data.

In our sup-norm bias and variance decomposition of series LS estimators, the bound on the sup-

norm bias term depends on the sup norm of the empirical L2 projection onto the linear sieve space.

The sup norm of the empirical L2 projection varies with the choice of the (linear sieve) basis. For spline

regression with i.i.d. data, Huang (2003b) shows that the sup norm of the empirical L2 projection onto

1Other terms for series LS appearing in the literature include series regression and linear sieve regression, but we use
series LS hereafter. The series LS estimator falls into the general class of nonparametric sieve M-estimators.
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splines is bounded with probability approaching one (wpa1). Using our new exponential inequality

for sums of weakly dependent random matrices, his bound is easily extended to spline regression

with weakly dependent regressors. In addition, we show that, for either i.i.d. or weakly dependent

regressors, the sup norm of the empirical L2 projection onto compactly supported wavelet bases is also

bounded wpa1. These tight bounds lead to sharp sup-norm bias control for spline and wavelet series

LS estimators. They in turn imply that spline and wavelet series LS estimators achieve the optimal

sup-norm convergence rate even for weakly dependent data and heavy-tailed errors.2

Sup-norm (uniform) convergence rates of series LS estimators have previously been studied by

Newey (1997), de Jong (2002), Song (2008) and Chen and Liao (2014) for i.i.d. data, and Lee and

Robinson (2013) for spatially dependent data. But the uniform convergence rates obtained in these

papers are slower than the optimal rate of Stone (1982).3 In a rough note, Chen and Huang (2003)

derived the optimal sup-norm rate for spline series LS estimators with i.i.d. data under the condition

E[|εi|2+δ] <∞ for some δ > d/p.4 In an independent work, Belloni, Chernozhukov, Chetverikov, and

Kato (2014) show that spline and local polynomial partition series5 LS estimators attain the optimal

sup-norm rate with i.i.d. data under the conditional moment condition supxE[|εi|2+δ |Xi = x] <∞ for

some δ > d/p. Our result contributes to the literature by establishing that spline and wavelet series LS

estimators attain the optimal sup-norm rate with either i.i.d. data or strictly stationary beta-mixing

regressors under the weaker unconditional moment requirement E[|εi|2+(d/p)] <∞.

As another application of our new exponential inequality, under very weak conditions we obtain

sharp L2 convergence rates for series LS estimators with weakly dependent regressors. For example,

under the minimal bounded conditional second moment restriction (supxE[|εi|2 |Xi = x] < ∞), our

L2-norm rates for trigonometric polynomial, spline or wavelet series LS estimators attain Stone (1982)’s

optimal L2-norm rate of n−p/(2p+d) with strictly stationary, exponentially beta-mixing (respectively

algebraically beta-mixing at rate γ) regressors with p > 0 (resp. p > d/(2γ)), while the power series LS

estimator attains the same optimal rate with exponentially (resp. algebraically) beta-mixing regressors

2The error εi is heavy-tailed in the sense that E[|εi|2+δ] =∞ for δ > d/p is allowed; say E[|εi|4] =∞ is allowed.
3See Hansen (2008), Kristensen (2009), Masry (1996), Cattaneo and Farrell (2013) and the references therein for

attainability of the optimal uniform convergence rates with kernel, local linear regression and partitioning estimators.
4The authors did not pay attention to the fact that their proof for the optimal sup-norm rate of spline LS estimator

actually allows for δ > d/p. They set δ = 2 for the optimal sup-norm rate, but did not like the strong condition
E[|εi|4] < ∞ and hence did not finish the paper. The authors did circulate the note among some colleagues and their
former students who work in this area.

5Belloni et al. (2014) recast the local polynomial partitioning estimator of Cattaneo and Farrell (2013) as a series LS
estimator.
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for p > d/2 (resp. p > d(2 + γ)/(2γ)). It is interesting to note that for a smooth conditional mean

function, we obtain the optimal L2 convergence rates for these commonly used series LS estimators

with weakly dependent regressors without requiring the existence of higher-than-second unconditional

moments of the error terms.

We also show that feasible asymptotic inference can be performed on a possibly nonlinear functional

f(h0) using the plug-in series LS estimator f(ĥ). We establish the asymptotic normality of f(ĥ) and

of the corresponding Student t statistic for weakly dependent data under mild low-level conditions.

When specializing to general irregular (i.e., slower than
√
n-estimable) but sup-norm bounded linear

functionals of spline or wavelet series LS estimators with i.i.d. data, we obtain the asymptotic normality

of f(ĥ) √
n(f(ĥ)− f(h0))

V
1/2
K

→d N(0, 1)

under remarkably mild conditions of (1) uniform integrability (supx∈X E[ε2i {|εi| > `(n)}|Xi = x] → 0

for any `(n) → ∞ as n → ∞), and (2) K−p/d
√
n/VK = o(1), (K logK)/n = o(1), where K is the

sieve number of terms, and VK is the sieve variance that grows with K for irregular functionals. These

conditions coincide with the weakest known conditions in Huang (2003b) for the pointwise asymptotic

normality of spline LS estimators, except we also allow for other irregular linear functionals of spline or

wavelet LS estimators. When specializing to general irregular but sup-norm bounded nonlinear func-

tionals of spline or wavelet series LS estimators with i.i.d. data, we obtain asymptotic normality of f(ĥ)

(and of its t statistic) under conditions (1) and (3) K−p/d
√
n/VK = o(1), K(2+δ)/δ(log n)/n . 1 (and

K(2+δ)/δ(log n)/n = o(1) for the t statistic) for δ ∈ (0, 2) such that E[|εi|2+δ] < ∞. These conditions

are much weaker than the well-known conditions in Newey (1997) for the asymptotic normality of a

nonlinear functional and its t statistic of spline LS estimator, namely K−p/d
√
n = o(1), K4/n = o(1)

and supxE[|εi|4 |Xi = x] <∞. Moreover, under a slightly more restrictive growth condition on K but

without the need to increase δ, we show that our mild sufficient conditions for the i.i.d. case extend

naturally to the weakly dependent case.

Since economic and financial time series data often have infinite forth moments, the new improved

rates and inference results in our paper should be very useful to the literatures on nonparametric

estimation and testing of nonlinear time series models (see, e.g., Robinson (1989), Li, Hsiao, and Zinn

(2003), Fan and Yao (2003), Chen (2013)). Moreover, our new exponential inequality for sums of

weakly dependent random matrices should be useful in series LS estimation of spatially dependent
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models and in other contexts as well.6

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 first derives general upper bounds on the

sup-norm convergence rates of series LS estimators with an arbitrary basis. It then shows that spline

and wavelet series LS estimators attain the optimal sup-norm rates, allowing for weakly dependent

data and heavy tailed error terms. It also presents general sharp L2-norm convergence rates of series

LS estimators with an arbitrary basis under very mild conditions. Section 3 provides the asymptotic

normality of sieve t statistics for possibly nonlinear functionals of h0. Section 4 provides new exponen-

tial inequalities for sums of weakly dependent random matrices, and a reinterpretation of equivalence

of the theoretical and empirical L2 norms as a criterion regarding convergence of a certain random

matrix. Section 5 shows the sup-norm stability of the empirical L2 projections onto compactly sup-

ported wavelet bases, which provides a tight upper bound on the sup-norm bias term for the wavelet

series LS estimator. The results in Sections 4 and 5 are of independent interest. Section 6 contains a

brief review of spline and wavelet sieve bases. Proofs and ancillary results are presented in Section 7.

Notation: Let λmin(·) and λmax(·) denote the smallest and largest eigenvalues, respectively, of a

matrix. The exponent − denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse. ‖ · ‖ denotes the Euclidean

norm when applied to vectors and the matrix spectral norm (i.e., largest singular value) when applied

to matrices, and ‖ · ‖`p denotes the `p norm when applied to vectors and its induced operator norm

when applied to matrices (thus ‖ · ‖ = ‖ · ‖`2). If {an : n ≥ 1} and {bn : n ≥ 1} are two sequences

of non-negative numbers, an . bn means there exists a finite positive C such that an ≤ Cbn for all

n sufficiently large, and an � bn means an . bn and bn . an. #S denotes the cardinality of a set

S of finitely many elements. Given a strictly stationary process {Xi} and 1 ≤ p < ∞, we let Lp(X)

denote the function space consisting of all (equivalence classes) of measurable functions f for which

the Lp(X) norm ‖f‖Lp(X) ≡ E[|f(Xi)|p]1/p is finite, and we let L∞(X) denote the space of bounded

functions under the sup norm ‖ · ‖∞, i.e., if f : X → R then ‖f‖∞ ≡ supx∈X |f(x)|.

2 Uniform Convergence Rates

In this section we present some general results on uniform convergence properties of nonparametric

series LS estimators with weakly dependent data.

6In our ongoing work on sieve estimation of semi/nonparametric conditional moment restriction models with time
series data, this new exponential inequality also enables us to establish asymptotic properties under weaker conditions.
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2.1 Estimator and basic assumptions

In nonparametric series LS estimation, the conditional mean function h0 is estimated by least squares

regression of Y1, . . . , Yn on a vector of sieve basis functions evaluated at X1, . . . , Xn. The standard

series LS estimator of the conditional mean function h0 is

ĥ(x) = bK(x)′(B′B)−B′Y (2)

where bK1, . . . , bKK are a collection of K sieve basis functions and

bK(x) = (bK1(x), . . . , bKK(x))′ (3)

B = (bK(X1), . . . , b
K(Xn))′ (4)

Y = (Y1, . . . , Yn)′ . (5)

Choosing a particular class of sieve basis function and the dimension K are analogous to choosing the

type of kernel and bandwidth, respectively, in kernel regression techniques. The basis functions are

chosen such that their closed linear span BK = clsp{bK1, . . . , bKK} can well approximate the space of

functions in which h0 is assumed to belong.

When the data {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 are a random sample it is often reasonable to assume that X is

supported on a compact set X ⊂ Rd. However, in a time-series setting it may be necessary to allow

the support X of X to be infinite, as in the example of nonparametric autoregressive regression with

a student t distributed error term. See, e.g., Fan and Yao (2003) and Chen (2013) for additional

examples and references.

To allow for possibly unbounded support X of Xi we modify the usual series LS estimator and

notion of convergence. First, we weight the basis functions by a sequence of non-negative weighting

functions wn : X → {0, 1} given by

wn(x) =

 1 if x ∈ Dn

0 otherwise
(6)

where Dn ⊆ X is compact, convex, and has nonempty interior, and Dn ⊆ Dn+1 for all n. The resulting
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series LS estimator is then

ĥ(x) = bKw (x)′(B′wBw)−B′wY (7)

where bK1, . . . , bKK are a collection of K sieve basis functions and

bKw (x) = (bK1(x)wn(x), . . . , bKK(x)wn(x))′ (8)

Bw = (bKw (X1), . . . , b
K
w (Xn))′ . (9)

Second, we consider convergence in the (sequence of) weighted sup norm(s) ‖ · ‖∞,w given by

‖f‖∞,w = sup
x
|f(x)wn(x)| = sup

x∈Dn
|f(x)| (10)

This modification is made because simple functions, such as polynomials of x, have infinite sup norm

when Xi has unbounded support, but will have finite weighted sup norm.

Remark 2.1 When X is compact we may simply set wn(x) = 1 for all x ∈ X and all n. With such a

choice of weighting, the series LS estimator with weighted basis trivially coincides with the series LS

estimator in (2) with unweighted basis, and ‖ · ‖∞,w = ‖ · ‖∞.

When X is unbounded there are several possible choices for Dn. For instance, we may take Dn = D

for all n, where D ⊆ X is a fixed compact convex set with nonempty interior. This approach is not

without precedent in the nonparametric analysis of nonlinear time series models. For example, Huang

and Shen (2004) use a similar approach to trim extreme observations in nonparametric functional

coefficient regression models, following Tjøstheim and Auestad (1994). More generally, we can consider

an expanding sequence of compact nonempty sets Dn ⊂ X with Dn ⊆ Dn+1 for all n and set wn(x) =

{x ∈ Dn} for all n. For example, if X = Rd we could take Dn = {x ∈ Rd : ‖x‖p ≤ rn} where

0 < rn ≤ rn+1 <∞ for all n. This approach is similar to excluding functions far from the support of

the data when performing series LS estimation with a compactly-supported wavelet basis for L2(R)

or L2(Rd). We defer estimation with smooth weighting functions of the form wn(x) = (1 + ‖x‖2)−ω or

wn(x) = exp(−‖x‖ω) to future research.

We first introduce some mild regularity conditions that are satisfied by typical regression models

and most linear sieve bases.
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Assumption 1 (i) {Xi}∞i=−∞ is strictly stationary, (ii) X ⊆ Rd is convex and has nonempty interior.

Assumption 2 (i) {εi,Fi−1}ni=1 with Fi−1 = σ(Xi, εi−1, Xi−1, . . .) is a strictly stationary martingale

difference sequence, (ii) E[ε2i |Fi−1] is uniformly bounded for all i ≥ 1, almost surely, (iii) E[|εi|2+δ] <

∞ for some δ > 0.

Let N(Dn, ε) denote the internal ε-covering number of Dn with respect to the Euclidean norm (i.e.

the minimum number of points x1, . . . , xm ∈ Dn such that the collection of ε-balls centered at each of

x1, . . . , xm cover Dn).

Assumption 3 (i) Dn is compact, convex, has nonempty interior, and Dn ⊆ Dn+1 for all n, (ii)

there exists ν1, ν2 > 0 such that N(Dn, ε) . nν1ε−ν2.

Define ζK,n ≡ supx ‖bKw (x)‖ and λK,n ≡
[
λmin(E[bKw (Xi)b

K
w (Xi)

′])
]−1/2

.

Assumption 4 (i) there exist ω1, ω2 ≥ 0 s.t. supx∈Dn ‖∇b
K
w (x)‖ . nω1Kω2, (ii) there exist $1 ≥

0, $2 > 0 s.t. ζK,n . n$1K$2, (iii) λmin(E[bKw (Xi)b
K
w (Xi)

′]) > 0 for each K and n.

Assumptions 1 and 2 trivially nest i.i.d. sequences, but also allow the regressors to exhibit quite

general weak dependence. Note that Assumption 2(ii) reduces to supxE[ε2i |Xi = x] < ∞ in the

i.i.d. case. Suitable choice of δ in Assumption 2(iii) for attainability of the optimal uniform rate

will be explained subsequently. Strict stationarity of {εi} in Assumption 2 may be dropped provided

the sequence {|εi|2+δ} is uniformly integrable. However, strict stationarity is used to present simple

sufficient conditions for the asymptotic normality of functionals of ĥ in Section 3.

Assumption 3 is trivially satisfied when X is compact and Dn = X for all n. More generally,

when X is noncompact and Dn is an expanding sequence of compact subsets of X as described above,

Assumption 3(ii) is satisfied provided each Dn is contained in an Euclidean ball of radius rn . nν for

some ν > 0.7

Assumption 4 is a mild regularity condition on the sieve basis functions. When X is compact and

rectangular this assumption is satisfied by all the widely used series (or linear sieve bases) with λK,n .

1, and ζK,n .
√
K for tensor-products of univariate polynomial spline, trigonometric polynomial or

7By translational invariance we may assume that Dn is centered at the origin. Then Dn ⊆ Rn = [−rn, rn]d. We can
cover Rn with (rn/ε)

d `∞-balls of radius ε, each of which is contained in an Euclidean ball of radius ε
√
d. Therefore,

N(Dn, ε) ≤ (
√
drn)dε−d . nνdε−d.
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wavelet bases, and ζK,n . K for tensor-products of power series or orthogonal polynomial bases (see,

e.g., Newey (1997), Huang (1998), and Chen (2007)). See DeVore and Lorentz (1993) for additional

bases with either ζK,n .
√
K or ζK,n .

√
K properties.

Let b̃Kw (x) denote the orthonormalized vector of basis functions, namely

b̃Kw (x) = E[bKw (Xi)b
K
w (Xi)

′]−1/2bKw (x) , (11)

and let B̃w = (̃bKw (X1), . . . , b̃
K
w (Xn))′.

Assumption 5 Either: (a) {Xi}ni=1 is i.i.d. and ζK,nλK,n
√

(logK)/n = o(1), or

(b) ‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)− IK‖ = op(1).

Assumption 5 is a mild but powerful condition that ensures the empirical and theoretical L2 norms

are equivalent over the linear sieve space wpa1 (see Section 4 for details). In fact, to establish many of

our results below with weakly dependent data, nothing further about the weak dependence properties

of the regressor process {Xi}ni=1 needs to be assumed beyond convergence of ‖B̃′wB̃w/n− IK‖ to zero.

In the i.i.d. case, the following Lemma shows that part (a) of Assumption 5 automatically implies

‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)− IK‖ = op(1).

Lemma 2.1 Under Assumption 4(iii), if {Xi}ni=1 is i.i.d. then

‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)− IK‖ = Op

(
ζK,nλK,n

√
(logK)/n

)
= op(1)

provided ζK,nλK,n
√

(logK)/n = o(1).

Remark 2.2 Consider the compact support case in which X = [0, 1]d and wn(x) = 1 for all x ∈ X

and all n (so that bKk(x)wn(x) = bKk(x) for all n and K) and suppose the density of Xi is uniformly

bounded away from zero and infinity over X . In this setting, we have λK,n . 1. If {Xi}ni=1 is i.i.d., then

Assumption 5 is satisfied with
√

(K logK)/n = o(1) for spline, trigonometric polynomial or wavelet

bases, and with K
√

(logK)/n = o(1) for (tensor-product) power series.

When the regressors are β-mixing (see Section 4 for definition), the following Lemma shows that

Assumption 5(b) is still easily satisfied.
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Lemma 2.2 Under Assumption 4(iii), if {Xi}∞i=−∞ is strictly stationary and β-mixing with mixing

coefficients such that one can choose an integers q = q(n) ≤ n/2 with β(q)n/q = o(1), then

‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)− IK‖ = Op

(
ζK,nλK,n

√
(q logK)/n

)
= op(1)

provided ζK,nλK,n
√

(q logK)/n = o(1).

Remark 2.3 Consider the compact support case from Remark 2.2, with {Xi}∞i=−∞ strictly stationary

and β-mixing.

(i) Exponential β-mixing: Assumption 5(b) is satisfied with
√
K(log n)2/n = o(1) for (tensor-

product) spline, trigonometric polynomial or wavelet bases, and with K
√

(log n)2/n = o(1) for

(tensor-product) power series.

(ii) Algebraic β-mixing at rate γ: Assumption 5(b) is satisfied with
√

(K logK)/nγ/(1+γ) = o(1) for

(tensor-product) spline, trigonometric polynomial or wavelet bases, and with K
√

(logK)/nγ/(1+γ) =

o(1) for (tensor-product) power series.

2.2 A general upper bound on uniform convergence rates

Let BK,w = clsp{bK1wn, . . . , bKKwn} be a general weighted linear sieve space. Let h̃ denote the

projection of h0 onto BK,w under the empirical measure, that is,

h̃(x) = bKw (x)′(B′wBw)−B′wH0 = b̃Kw (x)′(B̃′wB̃w)−B̃′wH0 (12)

where H0 = (h0(X1), . . . , h0(Xn))′. The sup-norm distance ‖ĥ − h0‖∞,w may be trivially bounded

using

‖ĥ− h0‖∞,w ≤ ‖h0 − h̃‖∞,w + ‖ĥ− h̃‖∞,w (13)

=: bias term + variance term . (14)

Sharp bound on the sup-norm variance term. The following result establishes a sharp uniform

convergence rate of the variance term for an arbitrary linear sieve space. Convergence is established
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in sup norm rather than the weighted sup norm ‖ · ‖∞,w because both ĥ and h̃ have support Dn.

Therefore, ‖ĥ− h̃‖∞ = supx∈Dn |ĥ(x)− h̃(x)| = ‖ĥ− h̃‖∞,w.

Lemma 2.3 Let Assumptions 1(i)(ii), 2(i)(ii)(iii), 3, 4, and 5 hold. Then

‖ĥ− h̃‖∞ = Op

(
ζK,nλK,n

√
(log n)/n

)
= op(1)

as n,K →∞ provided the following are satisfied:

(i) (ζK,nλK,n)(2+δ)/δ .
√

(n/ log n);

(ii) either: (a) {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 are i.i.d., or (b)
√

K
logn × ‖(B̃

′
wB̃w/n)− IK‖ = Op(1).

Remark 2.4 Weak dependence of the regressor process {Xi} is implicitly captured by the speed of

convergence of ‖(B̃′wB̃w/n) − IK‖. If {Xi} is exponentially β-mixing (respectively algebraically β-

mixing at rate γ), condition (ii)(b) in Lemma 2.3 is satisfied provided ζK,nλK,n
√

(K log n)/n = O(1)

(respectively ζK,nλK,n
√
K/nγ/(1+γ) = O(1)); see Lemma 2.2.

General bound on the sup-norm bias term. With our sharp bound on the variance term

‖ĥ− h̃‖∞,w in hand it remains to provide a calculation for the bias term ‖h0 − h̃‖∞,w. Let PK,w,n be

the (empirical) projection operator onto BK,w ≡ clsp{bK1wn, . . . , bKKwn}, namely

PK,w,nh(x) = bKw (x)′
(
B′wBw
n

)− 1

n

n∑
i=1

bKw (Xi)h(Xi) = b̃Kw (x)′(B̃′wB̃w)−B̃′wH (15)

where H = (h(X1), . . . , h(Xn))′. PK,w,n is a well defined operator: if L2
w,n(X) denotes the space

of functions with norm ‖ · ‖w,n where ‖f‖2w,n = 1
n

∑n
i=1 f(Xi)

2wn(Xi), then PK,w,n : L2
w,n(X) →

L2
w,n(X) is an orthogonal projection onto BK,w whenever B′wBw is invertible (which it is wpa1 under

Assumptions 4(iii) and 5).

One way to control the bias term ‖h0 − h̃‖∞,w is to bound PK,w,n in sup norm. Note that h̃ =

PK,w,nh0. Let L∞w,n(X) denote the space of functions for which supx |f(x)wn(x)| <∞ and let

‖PK,w,n‖∞,w = sup
h∈L∞w,n(X):‖h‖∞,w 6=0

‖PK,w,nh‖∞,w
‖h‖∞,w

denote the (weighted sup) operator norm of PK,w,n. The following crude bound on ‖PK,w,n‖∞ is valid

for general linear sieve bases and weakly dependent regressors.
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Remark 2.5 Let Assumptions 4(iii) and 5 hold. Then: ‖PK,w,n‖∞ ≤
√

2ζK,nλK,n wpa1.

More refined bounds on ‖PK,w,n‖∞,w may be derived for particular linear sieves with local proper-

ties, such as splines and wavelets stated below. These more refined bounds, together with the following

Lemma, lead to the optimal uniform convergence rates of series LS estimators with the particular linear

sieves.

Lemma 2.4 Let the assumptions and conditions of Lemma 2.3 hold. Then: (1)

‖ĥ− h0‖∞ ≤ Op
(
ζK,nλK,n

√
(log n)/n

)
+ (1 + ‖PK,w,n‖∞,w) inf

h∈BK,w
‖h0 − h‖∞,w.

(2) Further, if the linear sieve satisfies ζK,nλK,n .
√
K and ‖PK,w,n‖∞,w = Op(1), then

‖ĥ− h0‖∞ ≤ Op
(√

(K log n)/n+ inf
h∈BK,w

‖h0 − h‖∞,w
)
.

2.3 Attainability of optimal uniform convergence rates

We now turn to attainability of the optimal uniform rate of Stone (1982) by specific series LS es-

timators. To fix ideas, in what follows we take Dn = D = [0, 1]d ⊆ X for all n, whence ‖f‖∞,w =

supx∈D |f(x)|. Let Λp([0, 1]d) denote a Hölder space of smoothness p on the domain [0, 1]d (see, e.g.

Chen (2007) for definition). Let BSpl(K, [0, 1]d, γ) denote a B-spline sieve of degree γ and dimension

K on the domain [0, 1]d, and let Wav(K, [0, 1]d, γ) denote a Wavelet sieve basis of regularity γ and

dimension K on the domain [0, 1]d (see Section 6 for details on construction of these sieve bases). Be-

cause our bases have been constructed to have support [0, 1]d we trivially have bKk(x) = bKk(x)wn(x)

for all k = 1, . . . ,K and all n and K. Recall BK ≡ clsp{bK1, . . . , bKK} is the linear sieve space.

The following assumptions on the conditional mean function and the sieve basis functions are

sufficient for attaining the optimal uniform convergence rate.

Assumption 1 (continued) (iii) Dn = D = [0, 1]d ⊆ X for all n, (iv) the unconditional density of

Xi is uniformly bounded away from zero and infinity on D.

Assumption 6 The restriction of h0 to [0, 1]d belongs to Λp([0, 1]d) for some p > 0.

Assumption 7 The sieve BK is BSpl(K, [0, 1]d, γ) or Wav(K, [0, 1]d, γ) with γ > max{p, 1}.

12



Assumptions 1 and 6 are standard regularity conditions used in derivation of optimal uniform con-

vergence rates (Stone, 1982; Tsybakov, 2009). Assumption 1(iii) implies Assumption 3. Assumptions

1 and 7 imply Assumption 4 with ζK,n .
√
K and λK,n . 1.

Let h∗0,K ∈ BK solve infh∈BK ‖h0 − h‖∞,w. Assumptions 1, 6 and 7 imply that ‖h0 − h∗0,K‖∞,w .

K−p/d (see, e.g. DeVore and Lorentz (1993), Huang (1998), Chen (2007)). Previously Huang (2003b)

showed that ‖PK,w,n‖∞,w . 1 wpa1 for spline bases with i.i.d. data. In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we

extend his result to allow for weakly dependent regressors. In addition, Theorem 5.2 in Section 5 shows

that ‖PK,w,n‖∞,w . 1 wpa1 for wavelet bases with i.i.d. or weakly dependent regressors.

Theorem 2.1 Let Assumptions 1, 2(i)(ii)(iii) (with δ ≥ d/p), 6 and 7 hold. If K � (n/ log n)d/(2p+d),

then

‖ĥ− h0‖∞,w = Op((n/ log n)−p/(2p+d))

provided that either (a), (b), or (c) is satisfied:

(a) {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is i.i.d.;

(b) {Xi}ni=1 is exponentially β-mixing and d < 2p;

(c) {Xi}ni=1 is algebraically β-mixing at rate γ and (2 + γ)d < 2γp.

Theorem 2.1 states that the optimal uniform convergence rates of Stone (1982) are achieved by

spline and wavelet series LS estimators with i.i.d. data whenever δ ≥ d/p. If the regressors are exponen-

tially β-mixing the optimal rate of convergence is achieved with δ ≥ d/p and d < 2p. The restrictions

δ ≥ d/p and (2 + γ)d < 2γp for algebraically β-mixing (at a rate γ) reduces naturally towards the

exponentially β-mixing restrictions as the dependence becomes weaker (i.e. γ becomes larger). In all

cases, for a fixed dimension d ≥ 1, a smoother function (i.e. bigger p) means a lower value of δ, and

hence fatter-tailed error terms εi, are permitted while still obtaining the optimal uniform convergence

rate. In particular this is achieved with δ = d/p < 2.

Discussion of closely related results. Under Assumption 1 with i.i.d. data and compact X , we

can set the weight to be wn = 1 for all n. Let PK denote the L2(X) orthogonal projection operator

onto BK , given by

PKh(x) = bK(x)′
(
E[bK(Xi)b

K(Xi)
′]
)−1

E[bK(Xi)h(Xi)] (16)
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for any h ∈ L2(X), and define its L∞ operator norm:

‖PK‖∞ := sup
h∈L∞(X):‖h‖∞ 6=0

‖PKh‖∞
‖h‖∞

. (17)

Under i.i.d. data, Assumptions 1, 2(i)(ii) (i.e., E[εi|Xi] = 0, supxE[|εi|2 |Xi = x] < ∞), 6, and the

conditions λK,n . 1, ζ2K,nK/n = o(1) and ‖h0 − h∗0,K‖∞ . K−p/d on the series basis, Newey (1997)

derived the following sup-norm convergence rates for series LS estimators with an arbitrary basis:

‖ĥ− h0‖∞ ≤ Op
(
ζK,n

√
K/n+ ζK,nK

−p/d
)
. (18)

By Remark 2.5, under the same set of mild conditions imposed in Newey (1997) (except allowing for

weakly dependent regressors), the bound (18) can be slightly improved to

‖ĥ− h0‖∞ ≤ Op
(
ζK,n

√
K/n+ ‖PK,w,n‖∞,wK−p/d

)
. (19)

It is clear that the general bounds in (18) and (19) with an arbitrary basis are not optimal, but

they are derived under the minimal moment restriction of Assumption 2(ii) without the existence of

higher-than-second moments (i.e., δ = 0 in Assumption 2(iii)).

Under the extra moment condition supxE[|εi|4 |Xi = x] <∞, de Jong (2002) obtained the following

general bound on sup-norm rates for series LS estimators with an arbitrary basis:

‖ĥ− h0‖∞ ≤ Op
(
ζK,n

√
(log n)/n+K−p/d + ‖PKh0 − h∗0,K‖∞

)
. (20)

de Jong (2002) did not provide sharp bounds for ‖PKh0 − h∗0,K‖∞ for any particular basis, and was

therefore unable to attain the optimal convergence rate ‖ĥ− h0‖∞ = Op((n/ log n)−p/(2p+d)) of Stone

(1982). Note that

‖PKh0 − h∗0,K‖∞ = ‖PK(h0 − h∗0,K)‖∞ ≤ ‖PK‖∞‖h0 − h∗0,K‖∞ . ‖PK‖∞K−p/d. (21)

Given the newly derived sharp bounds of ‖PK‖∞ . 1 in Huang (2003b) for splines, in Belloni et al.

(2014) for the local polynomial partition series, and in our paper (Theorem 5.1) for wavelets, one

could now apply de Jong (2002)’s result (20) to conclude the attainability of the optimal sup-norm
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rate by spline, local polynomial partition and wavelet series LS estimators for i.i.d. data. However,

de Jong (2002)’s result (20) is proved under the strong bounded conditional fourth moment condition

of supxE[|εi|4 |Xi = x] <∞ and the side condition ζ2K,nK/n = o(1).

In a rough note, Chen and Huang (2003) derived ‖ĥ−h0‖∞ = Op(
√

(K log n)/n+K−p/d) for spline

LS estimators under i.i.d. data and condition E[|εi|2+δ] <∞ for some δ > d/p, but they carelessly set

δ = 2 to attain Stone (1982)’s optimal rate and concluded that the finite fourth moment condition

E[|εi|4] < ∞ is too strong. Cattaneo and Farrell (2013) proved that a local polynomial partitioning

regression estimator can attain the optimal sup-norm rate under i.i.d. data and the conditional moment

condition supxE[|εi|2+δ |Xi = x] <∞ for some δ ≥ max(1, d/p). Belloni et al. (2014) show that spline

and local polynomial partition LS estimators attain the optimal sup-norm rate under i.i.d. data and the

conditional moment condition supxE[|εi|2+δ |Xi = x] <∞ for some δ > d/p. By contrast, we require

a weaker unconditional moment condition E[|εi|2+(d/p)] < ∞ for spline and wavelet LS estimators

to attain the optimal uniform convergence rate, allowing for both i.i.d. data and weakly dependent

regressors. It remains an open question whether one could obtain the optimal sup-norm convergence

rate without imposing a finite higher-than-second unconditional moment of the error term, however.

2.4 A general sharp bound on L2 convergence rates

In this subsection, we present a simple but sharp upper bound on the L2 (or root mean square)

convergence rates of series LS estimators with an arbitrary basis and weakly dependent regressors.

Recall that BK,w = clsp{bK1wn, . . . , bKKwn} is a general weighted linear sieve space and h̃ =

PK,w,nh0 is defined in (12). Let h0,K be the L2(X) orthogonal projection of the conditional mean

function h0 onto BK,w.

Lemma 2.5 Let Assumptions 1(i), 2(i)(ii), 4(iii) and 5 hold. Then:

‖ĥ− h̃‖L2(X) = Op

(√
K/n

)
and ‖h̃− h0‖L2(X) = Op

(
‖h0 − h0,K‖L2(X)

)
.

Lemmas 2.5, 2.1 and 2.2 immediately imply the following result.

Remark 2.6 Let Assumptions 1(i), 2(i)(ii) and λK,n . 1 hold. Then: (1)

‖ĥ− h0‖L2(X) = Op

(√
K/n+ ‖h0 − h0,K‖L2(X)

)
, (22)
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provided that either (1.a), (1.b) or (1.c) is satisfied:

(1.a) {Xi}ni=1 is i.i.d., and ζK,n
√

(logK)/n = o(1);

(1.b) {Xi}ni=1 is exponentially β-mixing, and ζK,n
√

(log n)2/n = o(1);

(1.c) {Xi}ni=1 is algebraically β-mixing at rate γ, and ζK,n
√

(logK)/nγ/(1+γ) = o(1).

(2) Further, if Assumptions 1 and 6 hold and K � (n/ log n)d/(2p+d), then

‖ĥ− h0‖L2(X) = Op(n
−p/(2p+d))

provided that either (2.a) or (2.b) is satisfied:

(2.a) {Xi}ni=1 is i.i.d. or exponentially β-mixing: with p > 0 for trigonometric polynomial, spline or

wavelet series, and p > d/2 for power series;

(2.b) {Xi}ni=1 is algebraically β-mixing at rate γ: with p > d/(2γ) for trigonometric polynomial, spline

or wavelet series; and p > d(2 + γ)/(2γ) for power series.

With i.i.d. data under the condition λK,n . 1, Newey (1997) derived the same sharp L2 rate in (22)

for series LS estimators under the restriction ζ2K,nK/n = o(1). Huang (2003a) showed that spline LS

estimator has the same L2 rate under the much weaker condition K(logK)/n = o(1). Both our Remark

2.6 part (1.a) and Belloni et al. (2014) extend Huang (2003a)’s weakened condition to other bases

satisfying ζK,n .
√
K (such as trigonometric polynomial and wavelet) for series LS regression with i.i.d.

data. In addition, Remark 2.6 part (1.b) shows that the mild condition K(logK)2/n = o(1) suffices

for trigonometric polynomial, wavelet, spline and other bases satisfying ζK,n .
√
K for exponentially

β-mixing regressors.

With weakly-dependent data, Chen and Shen (1998) derived L2 rates for LS regression using various

linear or nonlinear sieves with beta-mixing sequence under higher-than-second moment restriction (see

Proposition 5.1 in Chen and Shen (1998)). Huang and Yang (2004) and others derived the optimal

L2 rate for spline LS regression with strongly mixing sequence assuming a uniformly bounded higher-

than-second conditional moment. Thanks to our Lemma 2.2, we are able to show that series LS

estimators with arbitrary bases attain the optimal L2 convergence rate with beta-mixing regressors

under a uniformly bounded second conditional moment condition on the residuals. Our result should

be very useful to nonparametric series regression for financial time series data with heavy-tailed errors.
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3 Inference on possibly nonlinear functionals

We now study inference on possibly nonlinear functionals f : L2(X) ∩ L∞(X) → R of the regres-

sion function h0. Examples of functionals include, but are not limited to, the pointwise evaluation

functional, the partial mean functional, and consumer surplus (see, e.g., Newey (1997) for examples).

The functional f(h0) may be estimated using the plug-in series LS estimator f(ĥ), for which we now

establish feasible limit theory.

As with Newey (1997) and Chen, Liao, and Sun (2014), our results allow researchers to perform

inference on nonlinear functionals f of h0 without needing to know whether or not f(h0) is regular (i.e.,

√
n-estimable). However, there is already a large literature on the

√
n-asymptotic normality and the

consistent variance estimation for series estimators of regular functionals of conditional mean functions

with weakly dependent data (see, e.g., Chen and Shen (1998), Chen (2007), Li and Racine (2006)). To

save space and to illustrate the usefulness of our new sup-norm convergence rate results, we focus on

asymptotic normality of f(ĥ) and the corresponding sieve t statistic when the functional is irregular

(i.e., slower than
√
n-estimable) in this section.

We borrow some notation and definitions from Chen et al. (2014). Denote the pathwise derivative

of f at h0 in the direction v ∈ V := (L2(X)− {h0}) by

∂f(h0)

∂h
[v] := lim

τ→0+

f(h0 + τv)

τ
(23)

and assume it is linear. Let v∗K ∈ VK := (BK,w − {h0,K}) be the sieve Riesz representer of ∂f(h0)
∂h [·] on

VK , i.e. v∗K is the unique element of VK such that

∂f(h0)

∂h
[v] = E[v∗K(Xi)v(Xi)] for all v ∈ VK . (24)

It is straightforward to verify that

v∗K(·) = bKw (·)′
(
E[bKw (Xi)b

K
w (Xi)

′]
)−1 ∂f(h0)

∂h
[bKw ] = b̃Kw (·)′∂f(h0)

∂h
[̃bKw ] (25)

where ∂f(h0)
∂h [bKw ] is understood to be the vector formed by evaluating ∂f(h0)

∂h [·] at each element of bKw (·).

Let ‖v∗K‖2L2(X) = E[v∗K(Xi)
2]. It is clear that ‖v∗K‖2L2(X) = (∂f(h0)∂h [̃bKw ])′(∂f(h0)∂h [̃bKw ]).

Following Chen et al. (2014), we say that f is a regular (or L2-norm bounded) functional if
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‖v∗K‖L2(X) ↗ ‖v∗‖L2(X) <∞ where v∗ ∈ V is the unique solution to

∂f(h0)

∂h
[v] = E[v∗(Xi)v(Xi)] for all v ∈ V.

We say that f is an irregular (or L2-norm unbounded) functional if ‖v∗K‖L2(X) ↗ +∞. Note that a

functional could be irregular but still sup-norm bounded (see Remark 3.1 below).

Given the martingale difference errors (Assumption 2(i)), we can define the sieve variance associated

with f(ĥ) as VK := ‖v∗K‖2sd := E[(εiv
∗
K(Xi))

2]. It is clear that

VK =

(
∂f(h0)

∂h
[bKw ]

)′ (
E[bKw (Xi)b

K
w (Xi)

′]
)−1

E[ε2i b
K
w (Xi)b

K
w (Xi)

′]
(
E[bKw (Xi)b

K
w (Xi)

′]
)−1(∂f(h0)

∂h
[bKw ]

)
=

(
∂f(h0)

∂h
[̃bKw ]

)′
E[ε2i b̃

K
w (Xi)̃b

K
w (Xi)

′]

(
∂f(h0)

∂h
[̃bKw ]

)
.

The sieve variance VK = ‖v∗K‖2sd is estimated with the simple plug-in estimator V̂K = ‖̂v∗K‖
2

sd, where

‖̂v∗K‖
2

sd =
1

n

n∑
i=1

v̂∗K(Xi)
2(Yi − ĥ(Xi))

2

v̂∗K(Xi) = bKw (Xi)
′(B′wBw/n)− ∂f(ĥ)∂h [bKw ] .

(26)

We first introduce a slight variant of Assumption 2(ii).

Assumption 2 (iv) infx∈X E[ε2i |Xi = x] > 0, (v) supx∈X E[ε2i {|εi| > `(n)}|Xi = x] → 0 as n → ∞

for any positive sequence ` : N→ R+ with `(n)→∞ as n→∞.

Assumption 2(ii) and (iv) together imply that ‖v∗K‖2L2(X) � ‖v
∗
K‖2sd = VK . Assumption 2(v) is a

standard uniform integrability condition, which is not needed for the asymptotic normality of f(ĥ)

with i.i.d. data when f is a regular functional (see, e.g., Chen (2007))

Before we establish the asymptotic normality of f(ĥ) under general weak dependence, we need

an additional assumption on the joint dependence of Xi and ε2i , since this is not captured by the

martingale difference property of {εi} (Assumption 2(i)). Define the K ×K matrices

Ω̂ = n−1
∑n

i=1 ε
2
i b̃
K
w (Xi)̃b

K
w (Xi)

′

Ω = E[ε2i b̃
K
w (Xi)̃b

K
w (Xi)

′]
(27)

Assumption 8 ‖Ω̂− Ω‖ = op(1).
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The following Lemma is a useful technical result that is again derived using our new exponential

inequality for sums of weakly dependent random matrices.

Lemma 3.1 Let Assumptions 1(i), 2(ii)(iii), and 4(iii) hold. Then Assumption 8 is satisfied provided

that either (a), (b) or (c) is satisfied:

(a) {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is i.i.d. and (ζK,nλK,n)(2+δ)/δ
√

(logK)/n = o(1);

(b) {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is exponentially β-mixing and (ζK,nλK,n)(2+δ)/δ
√

(log n)2/n = o(1);

(c) {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is algebraically β-mixing at rate γ and (ζK,nλK,n)(2+δ)/δ
√

(logK)/nγ/(1+γ) = o(1).

3.1 Asymptotic normality of f(ĥ) for general irregular functionals

Let NK,n denote a convex neighborhood of h0 such that ĥ, h̃ ∈ NK,n wpa1. The appropriate neighbor-

hood will depend on the properties of the functional under consideration. For regular and irregular

functionals we can typically take NK,n to be of the form NK,n = {h ∈ BK,w : ‖h− h0‖L2(X) ≤

(
√
K/n + ‖h0 − h0,K‖L2(X)) × log log n}. However, for sup-norm bounded nonlinear functionals (see

Remark 3.1) it may suffice to take NK,n = {h ∈ BK,w : ‖h − h0‖L∞(X) < ε} for some fixed ε > 0,

or even NK,n = L∞(X) ∩ BK,w for sup-norm bounded linear functionals. Our sup-norm and L2 rate

results are clearly useful in defining an appropriate neighborhood.

We now introduce some primitive regularity conditions on the functional f .

Assumption 9 (i) v 7→ ∂f(h0)
∂h [v] is a linear functional;

(ii) suph∈NK,n
√
n‖v∗K‖

−1
L2(X)

∣∣∣f(h)− f(h0)− ∂f(h0)
∂h [h− h0]

∣∣∣ = o(1) where ĥ, h̃ ∈ NK,n wpa1;

(iii) ‖v∗K‖L2(X) ↗ +∞,
√
n‖v∗K‖

−1
L2(X)

∣∣∣∂f(h0)∂h [h̃− h0]
∣∣∣ = op(1).

Assumption 9 corresponds to Assumption 3.1 in Chen et al. (2014) and Assumption 2.1 in Chen

and Liao (2014) for irregular functionals. We refer the reader to these papers for a detailed discussion

and verification of Assumption 9. Note that parts (i) and (ii) of Assumption 9 are automatically

satisfied when f is a linear functional.

Remark 3.1 Certain linear and nonlinear functionals may be irregular yet may still be bounded with

respect to the sup norm. Alternative sufficient conditions for Assumption 9 may be provided for such

functionals:
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(a) Suppose f is a linear, irregular functional but that f is sup-norm bounded, i.e. |f(h)| . ‖h‖∞

(e.g. the evaluation functional f(h) = h(x) for some fixed x ∈ X is sup-norm bounded because

|f(h)| = |h(x)| ≤ ‖h‖∞). Then a sufficient condition for Assumption 9 is

√
nV
−1/2
K ‖h̃− h0‖∞ .p

√
nV
−1/2
K ‖PK,w,n‖∞‖h0 − h∗0,K‖∞ = op(1).

When ‖PK,w,n‖∞ . 1 and ‖h0 − h∗0,K‖∞ = O(K−p/d) then Assumption 9 is satisfied provided

√
nV
−1/2
K K−p/d = o(1).

(b) Suppose f is a nonlinear, irregular functional whose derivative is sup-norm bounded. Then As-

sumption 9 may be replaced with:

(i’) v 7→ ∂f(h0)
∂h [v] is a linear functional;

(ii’)
∣∣∣f(h)− f(h0)− ∂f(h0)

∂h [h− h0]
∣∣∣ . ‖h− h0‖2∞ uniformly for h ∈ NK,n;

(iii’)
∣∣∣∂f(h0)∂h [h− h0]

∣∣∣ . ‖h− h0‖∞ uniformly for h ∈ NK,n; and

(iv’) ĥ, h̃ ∈ NK,n wpa1,
√
n‖v∗K‖

−1
L2(X)

(
‖h̃− h0‖∞ + ‖h̃− h0‖2∞ + ‖ĥ− h̃‖2∞

)
= op(1)

where NK,n = {h ∈ BK,w : ‖h− h0‖∞ ≤ ε} for some fixed ε > 0.

For example, Newey (1997) shows that conditions (i’)(ii’)(iii’) are satisfied for consumer surplus

functionals in demand estimation.

Theorem 3.1 Let Assumptions 1(i), 2(i)(ii)(iv)(v), 4(iii), 5 and 9 hold. Then

√
n(f(ĥ)− f(h0))

V
1/2
K

→d N(0, 1)

as n,K →∞ provided that either (a) or (b) is satisfied:

(a) {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is i.i.d.;

(b) {Xi}ni=1 is weakly dependent: Assumption 8 holds, and ‖B̃′wB̃w/n− IK‖ = op(K
−1/2).

We now consider the special case of irregular but sup-norm bounded linear or nonlinear functionals

as discussed in Remark 3.1. The sup-norm convergence rates for series LS estimators in Section 2

are employed to derive asymptotic normality of plug-in estimators of such functionals under weak

conditions. To save space, for the weakly dependent case we only present sufficient conditions for
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asymptotic normality of f(ĥ) when the regression error has no more than a finite 4th absolute moment

(i.e., E[|εi|2+δ] <∞ for some 0 ≤ δ ≤ 2). We also take X = [0, 1]d and wn = 1 for all n for simplicity.

Corollary 3.1 Let f be an irregular but sup-norm bounded linear functional, and let Assumptions 1

(with X = [0, 1]d), 2(i)(ii)(iv)(v), 6, and 7 hold. Then

√
n(f(ĥ)− f(h0))

V
1/2
K

→d N(0, 1)

as n,K →∞ provided that either (a), (b) or (c) is satisfied:

(a) {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is i.i.d.:
√
nV
−1/2
K K−p/d = o(1) and (K logK)/n = o(1);

(b) {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is exponentially β-mixing: Assumption 2(iii) also holds,
√
nV
−1/2
K K−p/d = o(1),

and K(2+δ)/δ(log n)2/n = o(1) with δ ≤ 2;

(c) {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is algebraically β-mixing at rate γ: Assumption 2(iii) also holds,
√
nV
−1/2
K K−p/d =

o(1), and K(2+δ)/δ(logK)/nγ/(1+γ) = o(1) with δ ≤ 2.

Corollary 3.1 part (a) extends the weakest known result on pointwise asymptotic normality of

spline LS estimators in Huang (2003b) to general sup-norm bounded linear functionals of spline or

wavelet series LS estimators.8

Corollary 3.2 Let f be an irregular but sup-norm bounded nonlinear functional, and let Assumptions

1 (with X = [0, 1]d), 2, 6, 7 and 9(i’)(ii’)(iii’) hold. Then

√
n(f(ĥ)− f(h0))

V
1/2
K

→d N(0, 1)

as n,K →∞ provided that either (a), (b) or (c) is satisfied:

(a) {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is i.i.d.:
√
nV
−1/2
K K−p/d = o(1) and K(2+δ)/δ(log n)/n . 1 with δ < 2;

(b) {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is exponentially β-mixing:
√
nV
−1/2
K K−p/d = o(1) and K(2+δ)/δ(log n)2/n = o(1)

with δ ≤ 2;

8Under the assumption of empirical identifiability (see equation (30)) and other conditions similar to the ones listed
in Corollary 3.1 part (a), Chen and Huang (2003) derived the asymptotic normality of plug-in spline LS estimators of
sup-norm bounded linear functionals (see their Theorem 4).
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(c) {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is algebraically β-mixing at rate γ:
√
nV
−1/2
K K−p/d = o(1) and K(2+δ)/δ(logK)/nγ/(1+γ) =

o(1) with δ ≤ 2.

Conditions for weakly dependent data in Corollary 3.2 parts (b) and (c) are natural extensions

of those in part (a) for i.i.d. data, which in turn are much weaker than the well-known conditions in

Newey (1997) for the asymptotic normality of nonlinear functionals of spline LS estimators, namely

√
nK−p/d = o(1), K4/n = o(1) and supxE[|εi|4 |Xi = x] <∞.

3.2 Asymptotic normality of sieve t statistics for general functionals

We now turn to the consistent estimation of VK = ‖v∗K‖2sd and feasible asymptotic inference for f(h0).

Assumption 10 ‖v∗K‖
−1
L2(X)

∥∥∥∂f(h)∂h [̃bKw ]− ∂f(h0)
∂h [̃bKw ]

∥∥∥ = o(1) uniformly over h ∈ NK,n or Bε,∞(h0).

Note that Assumption 10 is automatically satisfied when f is a linear functional. It is only required

to establish consistency of ‖̂v∗K‖sd for a nonlinear functional, and corresponds to Assumption 3.1(iii)

of Chen and Liao (2014).

The first part of the following Lemma establishes the consistency of the sieve variance estimator

under both the i.i.d. and general weakly dependent data.

Lemma 3.2 Let Assumptions 1(i)(ii), 2(i)(ii)(iv), 4(iii), 5, 8 and 10 hold and ‖ĥ− h0‖∞,w = op(1).

Then:

(1)

∣∣∣∣ ‖̂v∗K‖sd‖v∗K‖sd
− 1

∣∣∣∣ = op(1) as n,K →∞.

(2) Further, if Assumptions 2(v) and 9 hold, then:

√
n(f(ĥ)− f(h0))

V̂
1/2
K

→d N(0, 1)

as n,K → ∞ provided that either (a) {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is i.i.d., or (b) {Xi}ni=1 is weakly dependent with

‖B̃′wB̃w/n− IK‖ = op(K
−1/2) is satisfied.

Lemma 3.2 can be combined with different sufficient conditions for Assumptions 5, 8 and 9 to yield

different special cases of the asymptotic normality of sieve t statistics for general (possibly) nonlinear

functionals. We state three special cases below. The following Theorem is applicable to series LS

estimators with an arbitrary basis.
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Theorem 3.2 Let Assumptions 1(i)(ii), 2, 3, 4, 9 and 10 hold and ‖h̃− h0‖∞ = op(1). Then

√
n(f(ĥ)− f(h0))

V̂
1/2
K

→d N(0, 1)

as n,K →∞ provided that either (a), (b) or (c) is satisfied:

(a) {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is i.i.d.: (ζK,nλK,n)(2+δ)/δ
√

(log n)/n = o(1);

(b) {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is exponentially β-mixing: max(
√
K, (ζK,nλK,n)2/δ)× (ζK,nλK,n)

√
(logn)2

n = o(1);

(c) {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is algebraically β-mixing at rate γ: max(
√
K, (ζK,nλK,n)2/δ)×(ζK,nλK,n)

√
logn

nγ/(1+γ)
=

o(1).

The following Corollaries are direct consequences of Theorem 3.2 for linear and nonlinear sup-

norm bounded functionals, with spline or wavelet bases. For simplicity, we take wn = 1 for all n and

X = [0, 1]d.

Corollary 3.3 Let Assumptions 1 (with X = [0, 1]d), 2, 6, and 7 hold for a sup-norm bounded linear

functional. Then √
n(f(ĥ)− f(h0))

V̂
1/2
K

→d N(0, 1)

as n,K →∞ provided that either (a), (b) or (c) is satisfied:

(a) {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is i.i.d.:
√
nV
−1/2
K K−p/d = o(1) and K(2+δ)/δ(log n)/n = o(1);

(b) part (b) of Corollary 3.1;

(c) part (c) of Corollary 3.1.

Corollary 3.4 Let Assumptions 1 (with X = [0, 1]d), 2, 6, 7, 9(i’)(ii’)(iii’) and 10 hold for a nonlinear

functional. Then √
n(f(ĥ)− f(h0))

V̂
1/2
K

→d N(0, 1)

as n,K →∞ provided that either (a), (b) or (c) is satisfied:

(a) {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is i.i.d.:
√
nV
−1/2
K K−p/d = o(1) and K(2+δ)/δ(log n)/n = o(1) with δ < 2;

(b) part (b) of Corollary 3.2;
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(c) part (c) of Corollary 3.2.

Previously, Newey (1997) required that supxE[ε4i |Xi = x] < ∞ and K4/n = o(1) in order to

establish asymptotic normality of student t statistics for nonlinear functionals with i.i.d. data. Our

sufficient conditions are weaker and allow for weakly dependent data with heavy-tailed errors.

4 Useful results on random matrices

4.1 An exponential inequality for sums of weakly dependent random matrices

In this section we derive a new Bernstein-type inequality for sums of random matrices formed from

absolutely regular (β-mixing) sequences, where the dimension, norm, and variance measure of the

random matrices are allowed to grow with the sample size. This inequality is particularly useful for

establishing sharp convergence rates for semi/nonparametric sieve estimators with weakly dependent

data. We first recall an inequality of Tropp (2012) for independent random matrices.

Theorem 4.1 (Tropp (2012)) Let {Ξi}ni=1 be a finite sequence of independent random matrices with

dimensions d1 × d2. Assume E[Ξi] = 0 for each i and max1≤i≤n ‖Ξi‖ ≤ Rn, and define

σ2n = max

{∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1

E[ΞiΞ
′
i]

∥∥∥∥∥ ,
∥∥∥∥∥

n∑
i=1

E[Ξ′iΞi]

∥∥∥∥∥
}
.

Then for all t ≥ 0,

P

(∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1

Ξi

∥∥∥∥∥ ≥ t
)
≤ (d1 + d2)exp

(
−t2/2

σ2n +Rnt/3

)
.

Corollary 4.1 Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1, if Rn
√

log(d1 + d2) = o(σn) then

∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1

Ξi,n

∥∥∥∥∥ = Op(σn
√

log(d1 + d2)) .

When {Xi}∞i=−∞ is i.i.d., Corollary 4.1 is used to provide weak low-level sufficient conditions under

which ‖B̃′wB̃w/n− IK‖ = op(1) holds (see Lemma 2.1).

We now provide an extension of Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.1 for matrix-valued functions of

β-mixing sequences. The β-mixing coefficient between two σ-algebras A and B is defined as

β(A,B) =
1

2
sup

∑
(i,j)∈I×J

|P(Ai ∩Bj)− P(Ai)P(Bj)| (28)
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with the supremum taken over all finite partitions {Ai}i∈I ⊂ A and {Bj}j∈J ⊂ B of Ω (see, e.g.,

Bradley (2005)). The qth β-mixing coefficient of {Xi}∞i=−∞ is defined as

β(q) = sup
i
β(σ(. . . , Xi−1, Xi), σ(Xi+q, Xi+q+1, . . .)) . (29)

The process {Xi}∞i=−∞ is said to be algebraically β-mixing at rate γ if qγβ(q) = o(1) for some γ > 1,

and exponentially β-mixing if β(q) ≤ cexp(−γq) for some γ > 0 and c ≥ 0. The following extension of

Theorem 4.1 is made using Berbee’s Lemma and a coupling argument.

Theorem 4.2 Let {Xi}∞i=−∞ be a β-mixing sequence and let Ξi,n = Ξn(Xi) for each i where Ξn :

X → Rd1×d2 is a sequence of measurable d1 × d2 matrix-valued functions. Assume E[Ξi,n] = 0 and

‖Ξi,n‖ ≤ Rn for each i and define s2n = max1≤i,j≤n max{‖E[Ξi,nΞ′j,n]‖, ‖E[Ξ′i,nΞj,n]‖}. Let q be an

integer between 1 and n/2 and let Ir = q[n/q] + 1, . . . , n when q[n/q] < n and Ir = ∅ when q[n/q] = n.

Then for all t ≥ 0,

P

(∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1

Ξi,n

∥∥∥∥∥ ≥ 6t

)
≤ n

q
β(q) + P

(∥∥∥∥∥∑
i∈Ir

Ξi,n

∥∥∥∥∥ ≥ t
)

+ 2(d1 + d2)exp

(
−t2/2

nqs2n + qRnt/3

)

(where ‖
∑

i∈Ir Ξi,n‖ := 0 whenever Ir = ∅).

Corollary 4.2 Under the conditions of Theorem 4.2, if q = q(n) is chosen s.t. n
q β(q) = o(1) and

Rn
√
q log(d1 + d2) = o(sn

√
n) then

∥∥∥∥∥
n∑
i=1

Ξi,n

∥∥∥∥∥ = Op(sn
√
nq log(d1 + d2)) .

When the regressors {Xi}∞i=−∞ are β-mixing, Corollary 4.2 is used to provide weak low-level

sufficient conditions under which ‖B̃′wB̃w/n− IK‖ = op(1) holds (see Lemma 2.2).

We note that both Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.2 allow for non-identically distributed beta-mixing

sequences. So the convergence rate and the inference results in previous sections could be extended to

non-identically distributed regressors {Xi}∞i=−∞ as well, except that notation and regularity conditions

will be slightly more complicated.
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4.2 Empirical identifiability

We now provide a readily verifiable condition under which the theoretical and empirical L2 norms are

equivalent over a (weighted) linear sieve space wpa1. This equivalence, referred to by Huang (2003b) as

empirical identifiability, has several applications in nonparametric sieve estimation. In nonparametric

series LS estimation, empirical identifiability ensures that the estimator is the orthogonal projection

of Y onto the linear sieve space under the empirical inner product and is uniquely defined wpa1

(Huang, 2003b). Empirical identifiability is also used to establish the large-sample properties of sieve

conditional moment estimators (see, e.g., Chen and Pouzo (2012)). A sufficient condition for empirical

identifiability is now cast in terms of convergence of a random matrix, which we verify for i.i.d. and

β-mixing sequences.

Recall that L2(X) denotes the space of functions f : X → R such that E[f(Xi)
2] <∞. A (linear)

subspace A ⊆ L2(X) is said to be empirically identifiable if 1
n

∑n
i=1 b(Xi)

2 = 0 implies b = 0. A

sequence of spaces {AK : K ≥ 1} ⊆ L2(X) is empirically identifiable wpa1 as K = K(n)→∞ with n

if

lim
n→∞

P

(
sup
a∈AK

∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
∑n

i=1 a(Xi)
2 − E[a(Xi)

2]

E[a(Xi)2]

∣∣∣∣∣ > t

)
= 0 (30)

for any t > 0. Huang (1998) verifies (30) for i.i.d. data using a chaining argument. Chen and Pouzo

(2012) use this result to establish convergence of sieve conditional moment estimators. However, it may

be difficult to verify (30) via chaining arguments for certain types of weakly dependent sequences.

To this end, the following is a readily verifiable sufficient condition for empirical identifiability for

(weighted) linear sieve spaces given by BK,w = clsp{bK1wn, . . . , bKKwn}.

Condition 4.1 λmin(E[bKw (Xi)b
K
w (Xi)

′]) > 0 for each K and ‖B̃′wB̃w/n− IK‖ = op(1).

Lemma 4.1 If λmin(E[bKw (Xi)b
K
w (Xi)

′]) > 0 for each K then

sup
b∈BK,w

∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
∑n

i=1 b(Xi)
2 − E[b(Xi)

2]

E[b(Xi)2]

∣∣∣∣∣ = ‖B̃′wB̃w/n− IK‖2 .

Corollary 4.3 If Condition 4.1 holds then BK,w is empirically identifiable wpa1.

Condition 4.1 is therefore a sufficient condition for (30) to hold for the linear sieve space BK,w.

Remark 4.1 Consider the compact support case in which X = [0, 1]d and wn(x) = 1 for all x ∈

X and all n (so that bKk(x)wn(x) = bKk(x) for all n and K) and suppose the density of Xi is
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uniformly bounded away from zero and infinity over X . (1) For i.i.d. regressors (and λK,n . 1),

previously Huang (1998) establishes equivalence of the theoretical and empirical L2 norms over the

sieve space via a chaining argument with ζ2K,nK/n = o(1). Huang (2003b) relaxes this to K(log n)/n =

o(1) for a polynomial spline basis. Our Lemma 2.1 shows that, in fact, ζK,n
√

(logK)/n = o(1) is

sufficient with an arbitrary linear sieve (provided λK,n . 1). (2) For strictly stationary beta-mixing

regressors (and λK,n . 1), Lemma 2.2 shows the equivalence of the theoretical and empirical L2

norms over any linear sieve space under either ζK,n
√

(log n)2/n = o(1) for exponential beta-mixing,

or ζK,n
√

(logK)/nγ/(1+γ) = o(1) for algebraic beta-mixing.

5 Sup-norm stability of L2(X) projection onto wavelet sieves

In this section we show that the L2(X) orthogonal projection onto (tensor product) compactly sup-

ported wavelet bases is stable in sup norm as the dimension of the space increases. Consider the

orthogonal projection operator PK defined in expression (16) where the elements of bK span the

tensor products of d univariate wavelet spaces Wav(K0, [0, 1]). We show that its L∞ operator norm

‖PK‖∞ (see expression (17)) is stable, in the sense that ‖PK‖∞ . 1 as K →∞. We also show that the

empirical L2 projection PK,n onto the wavelet sieve is stable in sup norm wpa1. This result is used to

establish that series LS estimators with (tensor-product) wavelet bases attain their optimal sup-norm

rates. A variant of this result for projections arising in series two-stage LS was used in an antecedent

of this paper (Chen and Christensen, 2013) but its proof was omitted for brevity.

The following Theorem presents our result for the stability of the projection with respect to the

L2(X) inner product.

Theorem 5.1 Let X ⊇ [0, 1]d and let the density fX of Xi be such that 0 < infx∈[0,1]d fX(x) ≤

supx∈[0,1]d fX(x) < ∞. Let BK be the tensor product of d univariate wavelet spaces Wav(K0, [0, 1])

where Wav(K0, [0, 1]) is as described in Section 6 and K = 2dJ and K0 = 2J > 2N . Then: ‖PK‖∞ . 1.

We now present conditions under which the empirical projection onto a tensor-product wavelet

basis is stable wpa1. Here the projection operator is

PK,nh(x) = bK(x)′
(
B′B

n

)− 1

n

n∑
i=1

bK(Xi)h(Xi)
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where the elements of bK span the tensor products of d univariate spaces Wav(K0, [0, 1]). The following

Theorem states simple sufficient conditions for ‖PK,n‖∞ . 1 wpa1.

Theorem 5.2 Let conditions stated in Theorem 5.1 hold. Then ‖PK,n‖∞ . 1 wpa1 provided that

either (a), (b), or (c) is satisfied:

(a) {Xi}ni=1 are i.i.d. and
√

(K log n)/n = o(1)

(b) {Xi}ni=1 are exponentially β-mixing and
√
K(log n)2/n = o(1), or

(c) {Xi}ni=1 are algebraically β-mixing at rate γ and
√

(K log n)/nγ/(1+γ) = o(1).

6 Brief review of B-spline and wavelet sieve spaces

We first outline univariate B-spline and wavelet sieve spaces on [0, 1], then deal with the multivariate

case by constructing a tensor-product sieve basis.

B-splines B-splines are defined by their order r ≥ 1 (or degree r − 1 ≥ 0) and number of interior

knots m ≥ 0. Define the knot set

0 = t−(r−1) = . . . = t0 ≤ t1 ≤ . . . ≤ tm ≤ tm+1 = . . . = tm+r = 1 . (31)

We generate a L∞-normalized B-spline basis recursively using the De Boor relation (see, e.g., Chapter

5 of DeVore and Lorentz (1993)) then appropriately rescale the basis functions. Define the interior

intervals I1 = [t0, t1), . . . , Im = [tm, tm+1] and generate a basis of order 1 by setting

Nj,1(x) = 1Ij (x) (32)

for j = 0, . . .m, where 1Ij (x) = 1 if x ∈ Ij and 1Ij (x) = 0 otherwise. Bases of order r > 1 are generated

recursively according to

Nj,r(x) =
x− tj

tj+r−1 − tj
Nj,r−1(x) +

tj+r − x
tj+r − tj+1

Nj+1,r−1(x) (33)

for j = −(r − 1), . . . ,m where we adopt the convention 1
0 := 0. Finally, we rescale the basis by

multiplying each Nj,r by (m + r)1/2 for j = −(r − 1), . . . ,m. This results in a total of K = m + r
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splines of order r. Each spline is a polynomial of degree r − 1 on each interior interval I1, . . . , Im and

is (r − 2)-times continuously differentiable on (0, 1) whenever r > 2. The mesh ratio is defined as

mesh(K) =
max0≤j≤m(tj+1 − tj)
min0≤j≤m(tj+1 − tj)

. (34)

We let the space BSpl(K, [0, 1]) be the closed linear span of these K = m + r splines. The space

BSpl(K, [0, 1]) has uniformly bounded mesh ratio if mesh(K) ≤ κ for all N ≥ 0 and some κ ∈ (0,∞).

We let BSpl(K, [0, 1], γ) denote the space BSpl(K, [0, 1]) with degree γ and uniformly bounded mesh

ratio. See De Boor (2001) and Schumaker (2007) for further details.

Wavelets We construct a wavelet basis with support [0, 1] following Cohen, Daubechies, and Vial

(1993). Let (ϕ,ψ) be a Daubechies pair such that ϕ has support [−N + 1, N ]. Given j such that

2j − 2N > 0, the orthonormal (with respect to the L2([0, 1]) inner product) basis for the space Vj

consists of 2j − 2N interior scaling functions of the form ϕj,k(x) = 2j/2ϕ(2jx − k), each of which

has support [2−j(−N + 1 + k), 2−j(N + k)] for k = N, . . . , 2j − N − 1. These are augmented with

N left scaling functions of the form ϕ0
j,k(x) = 2j/2ϕlk(2

jx) for k = 0, . . . , N − 1 (where ϕl0, . . . , ϕ
l
N−1

are fixed independent of j), each of which has support [0, 2−j(N + k)], and N right scaling func-

tions of the form ϕj,2j−k(x) = 2j/2ϕr−k(2
j(x − 1)) for k = 1, . . . , N (where ϕr−1, . . . , ϕ

r
−N are fixed

independent of j), each of which has support [1 − 2−j(1 − N − k), 1]. The resulting 2j functions

ϕ0
j,0, . . . , ϕ

0
j,N−1, ϕj,N , . . . , ϕj,2j−N−1, ϕ

1
j,2j−N , . . . , ϕ

1
j,2j−1 form an orthonormal basis (with respect to

the L2([0, 1]) inner product) for the subspace they span, denoted Vj .

An orthonormal wavelet basis for the space Wj , defined as the orthogonal complement of Vj in

Vj+1, is similarly constructed form the mother wavelet. This results in an orthonormal basis of 2j

functions ψ0
j,0, . . . , ψ

0
j,N−1, ψj,N , . . . , ψj,2j−N−1, ψ

1
j,2j−N , . . . , ψ

1
j,2j−1. To simplify notation we ignore the

0 and 1 superscripts on the left and right wavelets and scaling functions henceforth.

Let J0 and J be integers such that 2J0 ≤ 2J < 2N . A wavelet space at resolution level J is the set

of 2J functions given by

Wav(J) =


2J0−1∑
k=0

aJ0,kϕJ0,k +
J∑

j=J0

2j−1∑
k=0

bj,kψj,k : aJ0,k, bj,k ∈ R

 . (35)

The spaces Vj and Wj are constructed so that Vj+1 = Vj ⊕Wj for all j with 2j − 2N > 0. Therefore,
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we can reexpress Wav(J) as

Wav(J) =


2J−1∑
k=0

aJ,kϕJ,k : aJ,k ∈ R

 . (36)

The orthogonal projection onto Wav(J) is therefore the same, irrespective of whether we use the bases

for VJ or VJ0 ⊕WJ0 ⊕ . . .⊕WJ . Note that, by the support of the ϕJ,0, . . . , ϕJ,2J−1, the support of at

most 2N − 1 basis functions overlaps on a set of positive Lebesgue measure. We use this local support

to bound the orthogonal projection operator onto (tensor product) wavelet bases below.

We say that Wav(K, [0, 1]) has regularity γ if N ≥ γ, and write Wav(K, [0, 1], γ) for a wavelet

space of regularity γ with continuously differentiable basis functions. See Johnstone (2013) for further

details.

Tensor products We construct tensor product B-spline or wavelet bases for [0, 1]d as follows. First,

for x = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ [0, 1]d we construct d B-spline or wavelet bases for [0, 1]. We then form the

tensor product basis by taking the product of the elements of each of the univariate bases. Therefore,

bK(x) may be expressed as

bK(x) =
d⊗
l=1

bK0(xl) (37)

where the elements of each vector bK0(xl) span BSpl(K0, [0, 1], γ) with K0 = m+ r for l = 1, . . . , d, or

span Wav(K0, [0, 1], γ) with K0 = 2J for l = 1, . . . , d. We let BSpl(K, [0, 1]d, γ) and Wav(K, [0, 1]d, γ)

denote the resulting tensor-product spaces spanned by the K = (m+ r)d or K = 2dJ elements of bK .

7 Proofs

7.1 Proofs for Section 2

Proof of Lemma 2.1. Follows from Corollary 4.1 by setting Ξi,n = n−1(̃bKw (Xi)̃b
K
w (Xi)

′ − IK) and

noting that Rn ≤ n−1(ζ2K,nλ2K,n + 1), and σ2n ≤ n−1(ζ2K,nλ2K,n + 1).

Proof of Lemma 2.2. Follows from Corollary 4.2 by setting Ξi,n = n−1(̃bKw (Xi)̃b
K
w (Xi)

′ − IK) and

noting that Rn ≤ n−1(ζ2K,nλ2K,n + 1), and σ2n ≤ n−2(ζ2K,nλ2K,n + 1).
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Proof of Lemma 2.3. By rotational invariance, we may rescale ĥ and h̃ to yield

ĥ(x)− h̃(x) = b̃Kw (x)′(B̃′wB̃w/n)−B̃′we/n (38)

where e = (ε1, . . . , εn)′.

Let qh = ĥ− h̃ to simplify notation. By the mean value theorem, Assumptions 3(i) and 4(i)(iii), for

any (x, x∗) ∈ D2
n we have

|qh(x)− qh(x∗)| = |(̃bKw (x)− b̃Kw (x∗))′(B̃′wB̃w/n)−B̃′we/n| (39)

= |(x− x∗)′∇b̃Kw (x∗∗)′(B̃′wB̃w/n)−B̃′we/n| (40)

≤ C∇λK,nn
ω1Kω2‖x− x∗‖‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)−‖‖B̃′we/n‖ (41)

for some x∗∗ in the segment between x and x∗ and some finite constant C∇ (independent of x, x∗, n,K).

Now, ‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)−1‖ = Op(1) by Assumption 5, and we may deduce by Markov’s inequality (under

Assumptions 2(i)(ii)) that ‖B̃′we/n‖ = Op(
√
K/n). It follows that

lim sup
n→∞

P
(
C∇‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)−‖‖B̃′we/n‖ > M̄

)
= 0 (42)

for any fixed M̄ > 0 (since condition (i) implies K/n = o(1)). Let Bn denote the event on which

C∇‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)−‖‖B̃′we/n‖ ≤ M̄ and observe that P(Bcn) = o(1). On Bn, for any C ≥ 1, a finite

positive η1 = η1(C) and η2 = η2(C) can be chosen such that

C∇λK,nn
ω1Kω2‖x− x∗‖‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)−‖‖B̃′we/n‖ ≤ CζK,nλK,n

√
(log n)/n (43)

whenever ‖x− x∗‖ ≤ η1n
−η2 , by Assumption 4(ii). Let Sn be the smallest subset of Dn such that for

each x ∈ Dn there exists a xn ∈ Sn with ‖xn − x‖ ≤ η1n
−η2 . For any x ∈ Dn let xn(x) denote the

xn ∈ Sn nearest (in Euclidean distance) to x. Then on Bn we have

|qh(x)− qh(xn(x))| ≤ CζK,nλK,n
√

(log n)/n (44)

for any x ∈ Dn.
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Using the fact that P(A) ≤ P(A ∩B) + P(Bc), we obtain

P
(
‖qh‖∞ ≥ 4CζK,nλK,n

√
(log n)/n

)
≤ P

({
‖qh‖∞ ≥ 4CζK,nλK,n

√
(log n)/n

}
∩ Bn

)
+ P(Bcn) (45)

≤ P
({

sup
x∈X
|qh(x)− qh(xn(x))| ≥ 2CζK,nλK,n

√
(log n)/n

}
∩ Bn

)
+P
({

max
xn∈Sn

|qh(xn)| ≥ 2CζK,nλK,n
√

(log n)/n

}
∩ Bn

)
+ P(Bcn) (46)

= P
({

max
xn∈Sn

|qh(xn)| ≥ 2CζK,nλK,n
√

(log n)/n

}
∩ Bn

)
+ o(1) (47)

where the final line is by (44) and the fact that P(Bcn) = o(1). The arguments used to control expression

(47) differ depending upon whether or not {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is i.i.d.

With i.i.d. data, first let An denote the event on which ‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)− IK‖ ≤ 1
2 and observe that

P(Acn) = o(1) because ‖B̃′wB̃w/n − IK‖ = op(1). Let {An} denote the indicator function of An, let

{Mn : n ≥ 1} be an increasing sequence diverging to +∞, and define

ε1,i,n := εi{|εi| ≤Mn} − E[εi{|εi| ≤Mn}|Xi] (48)

ε2,i,n := εi − ε1,i,n (49)

Gi,n(xn) := b̃Kw (xn)′(B̃′wB̃w/n)−b̃Kw (Xi){An} . (50)

Since P(A ∩B) ≤ P(A) and P(A) ≤ P(A ∩B) + P(Bc), we have

P
({

max
xn∈Sn

|qh(xn)| ≥ 2CζK,nλK,n
√

(log n)/n

}
∩ Bn

)
≤ P

(
max
xn∈Sn

|qh(xn)| ≥ 2CζK,nλK,n
√

(log n)/n

)
≤ P

({
max
xn∈Sn

|qh(xn)| ≥ 2CζK,nλK,n
√

(log n)/n

}
∩ An

)
+ P(Acn)

≤ (#Sn) max
xn∈Sn

P

({∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1

Gi,n(xn)ε1,i,n

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ CζK,nλK,n√(log n)/n

}
∩ An

)
(51a)

+P

({
max
xn∈Sn

∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1

Gi,n(xn)ε2,i,n

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ CζK,nλK,n√(log n)/n

}
∩ An

)
+ P(Acn) . (51b)

Control of (51a): Note that ‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)−1‖ ≤ 2 on An. Therefore, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequal-
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ity and definition of ε1,i,n and ζK,n, λK,n, we have:

|n−1Gi,n(xn)ε1,i,n| .
ζ2K,nλ

2
K,nMn

n
. (52)

Let E[ · |Xn
1 ] denote expectation conditional on X1, . . . , Xn. Assumption 2(ii) in the i.i.d. data case

implies that supxE[ε2i |Xi = x] <∞. Therefore,

n∑
i=1

E[(n−1Gi,n(xn)ε1,i,n)2|Xn
1 ]

=
1

n2

n∑
i=1

E[ε21,i,n|Xi ]̃b
K
w (xn)′(B̃′wB̃w/n)−b̃Kw (Xi)̃b

K
w (Xi)

′{An}(B̃′wB̃w/n)−b̃Kw (xn) (53)

.
1

n2

n∑
i=1

b̃Kw (xn)′(B̃′wB̃w/n)−b̃Kw (Xi)̃b
K
w (Xi)

′{An}(B̃′wB̃w/n)−b̃Kw (xn) (54)

=
1

n
b̃Kw (xn)′E[(B̃′wB̃w/n)−(B̃′wB̃w/n){An}(B̃′wB̃w/n)− ]̃bKw (xn) .

ζ2K,nλ
2
K,n

n
. (55)

Bernstein’s inequality for independent random variables (see, e.g., pp. 192–193 of Pollard (1984)) then

provides that

(#Sn) max
xn∈Sn

P

({∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1

Gi,n(xn)ε1,i,n

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ CζK,nλK,n√(log n)/n

}
∩ An

∣∣∣∣∣Xn
1

)

. nν1+η2ν2exp

{
−

C2ζ2K,nλ
2
K,n(log n)/n

C1ζ2K,nλ
2
K,n/n+ C2ζ2K,nλ

2
K,nMn/n× CζK,nλK,n

√
(log n)/n

}
(56)

. exp

{
log n−

C2ζ2K,nλ
2
K,n(log n)/n

C3ζ2K,nλ
2
K,n/n

}
+ exp

{
log n− C

√
n log n

C4ζK,nλK,nMn

}
(57)

for finite positive constants C1, . . . , C4 (independent of X1, . . . , Xn). Thus (51a) vanishes asymptoti-

cally for all sufficiently large C provided Mn = O(ζ−1K,nλ
−1
K,n

√
n/(log n)).

Control of the leading term in (51b): First note that |Gi,n| ≤ 2ζ2K,nλ
2
K,n by the Cauchy-Schwarz

inequality and Assumption 4(iii). This, together with Markov’s inequality and Assumption 2(iii) yields

P

(
max
xn∈Sn

∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1

Gi,nε2,i,n

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ CζK,nλK,n√(log n)/n

)

.
ζ2K,nλ

2
K,nE[|εi|{|εi| > Mn}]

ζK,nλK,n
√

(log n)/n
≤
ζK,nλK,n

√
n√

log n

E[|εi|2+δ{|εi| > Mn}]
M1+δ
n

which is o(1) provided ζK,nλK,n
√
n/ log n = O(M1+δ

n ). Setting M1+δ
n � ζK,nλK,n

√
n/ log n trivially
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satisfies the condition ζK,nλK,n
√
n/ log n = O(M1+δ

n ). The condition Mn = O(ζ−1K,nλ
−1
K,n

√
n/(log n))

is satisfied for this choice of Mn provided ζ2K,nλ
2
K,n . (n/ log n)δ/(2+δ) (cf. condition (i)). Finally, it is

straightforward to verify that Mn →∞ as a consequence of condition (i). Thus, both (51a) and (51b)

vanish asymptotically. This completes the proof in the i.i.d. case.

With weakly dependent data we use P(A ∩ B) ≤ P(A) to bound remaining term on the right-

hand side of (47) by

P
({

max
xn∈Sn

|qh(xn)| ≥ 2CζK,nλK,n
√

(log n)/n

})
≤ P

(
max
xn∈Sn

|̃bKw (xn)′{(B̃′wB̃w/n)− − IK}B̃′we/n| ≥ CζK,nλK,n
√

(log n)/n

)
(58)

+P
(

max
xn∈Sn

|̃bKw (xn)′B̃′we/n| ≥ CζK,nλK,n
√

(log n)/n

)
. (59)

It is now shown that a sufficiently large C can be chosen to control terms (58) and (59).

Control of (58): The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Assumption 4(iii) yield

|̃bKw (xn)′{(B̃′wB̃w/n)− − IK}B̃′we/n| . ζK,nλK,n‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)− − IK‖ ×Op(
√
K/n) (60)

uniformly for xn ∈ Sn (since ‖B̃′we/n‖ = Op(
√
K/n) under Assumption 2(i)(ii)). On An we have

‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)− − IK‖ = ‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)−1((B̃′wB̃w/n)− IK)‖ ≤ 2‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)− IK‖ . (61)

Thus ‖B̃′wB̃w/n−IK‖ = Op(
√

(log n)/K) (i.e. condition (ii)) ensures that (58) can be made arbitrarily

small for large enough C.

Control of (59): Let Mn be as in the i.i.d. case and define

ε1,i,n := εi{|εi| ≤Mn} − E[εi{|εi| ≤Mn}|Fi−1] (62)

ε2,i,n := εi − ε1,i,n (63)

gi,n(xn) := b̃Kw (xn)′b̃Kw (Xi){An} . (64)
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The relation P(A) ≤ P(A ∩B) + P(Bc) and the triangle inequality together yield

P
(

max
xn∈Sn

|̃bKw (xn)′B̃′we/n| ≥ CζK,nλK,n
√

(log n)/n

)
− P(Acn)

≤ (#Sn) max
xn∈Sn

P

({∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1

gi,nε1,i,n

∣∣∣∣∣ > C

2
ζK,nλK,n

√
(log n)/n

}
∩ An

)
(65a)

+P

(
max
xn∈Sn

∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1

gi,nε2,i,n

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ C

2
ζK,nλK,n

√
(log n)/n

)
. (65b)

Control of (65b): First note that |gi,n| ≤ ζ2K,nλ2K,n by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Assump-

tion 4(iii). This, together with Markov’s inequality and Assumption 2(iii) yields

P

(
max
xn∈Sn

∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1

gi,nε2,i,n

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ C

2
ζK,nλK,n

√
(log n)/n

)

.
ζ2K,nλ

2
K,nE[|εi|{|εi| > Mn}]

ζK,nλK,n
√

(log n)/n
≤
ζK,nλK,n

√
n√

log n

E[|εi|2+δ{|εi| > Mn}]
M1+δ
n

which is o(1) provided ζK,nλK,n
√
n/ log n = O(M1+δ

n ).

Control of (65a): By Assumption 2(ii), the predictable variation of the summands in (65a) may be

bounded by

1

n2

n∑
i=1

E[(gi,nε1,i,n)2|Fi−1] . n−1b̃Kw (xn)′
(
B̃′wB̃w/n

)
b̃Kw (xn) (66)

. ζ2K,nλ
2
K,n/n on An (67)

uniformly for xn ∈ Sn. Moreover,

|n−1gi,nε1,i,n| .
ζ2K,nλ

2
K,nMn

n
(68)

uniformly for xn ∈ Sn. An tail bound for martingales (Freedman, 1975, Proposition 2.1) then provides
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that

(#Sn) max
xn∈Sn

P

({∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1

gi,nε1,i,n

∣∣∣∣∣ > C

2
ζK,nλK,n

√
(log n)/n

}
∩ An

)

. nν1+η2ν2exp

{
−

C2ζ2K,nλ
2
K,n(log n)/n

c1ζ2K,nλ
2
K,n/n+ c2ζ2K,nλ

2
K,nMn/n× CζK,nλK,n

√
(log n)/n

}
(69)

. exp

{
log n−

C2ζ2K,nλ
2
K,n(log n)/n

c3ζ2K,nλ
2
K,n/n

}
+ exp

{
log n− C

√
n log n

c4ζK,nλK,nMn

}
(70)

for finite positive constants c1, . . . , c4. Thus (65a) vanishes asymptotically for all sufficiently large C

provided Mn = O(ζ−1K,nλ
−1
K,n

√
n/(log n)). Choosing Mn as in the i.i.d. case completes the proof.

Proof of Remark 2.5. Take any h ∈ L∞w,n with ‖h‖∞,w 6= 0. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we

have

|PK,w,n(x)| ≤ ‖b̃Kw (x)‖‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)−B̃′wH/n‖ (71)

≤ ζK,nλK,n‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)−B̃′wH/n‖ (72)

uniformly over x, where H = (h(X1)wn(X1), . . . , h(Xn)wn(Xn))′. When λmin(B̃′wB̃w/n) ≥ 1
2 (which it

is wpa1 since ‖B̃′wB̃w/n− IK‖ = op(1)), we have:

‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)−B̃′wH/n‖2 = (H ′B̃w/n)(B̃′wB̃w/n)−1(B̃′wB̃w/n)−1B̃′wH/n

≤ 2(H ′B̃w/n)(B̃′wB̃w/n)−1B̃′wH/n

≤ 2‖h‖2w,n ≤ 2‖h‖2∞,w

where the second last line is because B̃w(B̃′wB̃w)−1B̃′w is a projection matrix. Thus ‖PK,w,nh‖∞,w/‖h‖∞,w ≤
√

2ζK,nλK,n wpa1 (uniformly in h). Taking the sup over h yields the desired result.

Proof of Lemma 2.4. It suffices to control the bias term. Note that h̃ = PK,w,nh0. Therefore, for
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any h ∈ BK,w we have, by the usual argument,

‖h̃− h0‖∞,w = ‖h̃− h+ h− h0‖∞,w (73)

= ‖PK,w,n(h0 − h) + h− h0‖∞,w (74)

≤ ‖PK,w,n(h0 − h)‖∞,w + ‖h− h0‖∞,w (75)

≤ (1 + ‖PK,w,n‖∞,w)‖h− h0‖∞,w . (76)

Taking the infimum over h ∈ BK,w yields the desired result.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. The variance term is Op(
√
K(log n)/n) by Lemma 2.3: condition (i)

of Lemma 2.3 is satisfied by virtue of the condition δ ≥ d/p; condition (ii) is satisfied for K �

(n/ log n)d/(2p+d) directly in the i.i.d. case, and by Lemma 2.2 and the conditions on p for the β-

mixing cases.

For the bias term, it is well known that infh∈BK,w ‖h0 − h‖∞,w = O(K−p/d) under Assumptions 1,

6 and 7 (e.g. Huang (1998) and Chen (2007)). It therefore remains to show that ‖PK,w,n‖∞ . 1 wpa1.

When BK = BSpl(K, [0, 1]d, γ), we may slightly adapt Corollary A.1 of Huang (2003b) to show that

‖PK,w,n‖∞,w . 1 wpa1, using the fact that the empirical and true L2(X) norms are equivalent over

BK,w wpa1 by virtue of the condition ‖B̃′wB̃w/n − IK‖ = op(1) (see our Lemma 4.1). This condition

is satisfied with K � (n/ log n)d/(2p+d) for i.i.d. data (see Lemma 2.1), and is satisfied in the β-mixing

case by Lemma 2.2 and the conditions on p.

When BK = Wav(K, [0, 1]d, γ), the conditions on K in Theorem 5.2 are satisfied with K �

(n/ log n)d/(2p+d) under the conditions on p in the Theorem. Therefore, ‖PK,w,n‖∞,w . 1 wpa1.

Proof of Lemma 2.5. By similar arguments to the proof of Lemma 2.3:

‖ĥ− h̃‖L2(X) = ‖(̃bKw )′(B̃′wB̃w/n)−B̃′we/n‖L2(X) ≤ ‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)−‖‖B̃′we/n‖ . (77)

Chebyshev’s inequality and Assumption 2(i)(ii) yield ‖B̃′we/n‖ = Op(
√
K/n). Moreover, it follows

from Assumption 5 that ‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)−‖ = Op(1).

For the remaining term it suffices to show that ‖h̃ − h0‖L2(X) = Op(‖h0 − h0,K‖L2(X)). By the

triangle inequality we bound

‖h̃− h0‖L2(X) ≤ ‖h̃− h0,K‖L2(X) + ‖h0,K − h0‖L2(X) . (78)
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Recall the definition of the empirical projection PK,w,n from expression (15), and observe that h̃ =

PK,w,nh0 and that PK,w,nh = h for all h ∈ BK,w. Also recall the definition of L2
w,n(X) as the space

of functions with finite norm ‖ · ‖w,n where ‖f‖2w,n = 1
n

∑n
i=1 f(Xi)

2wn(Xi). Since the empirical and

theoretical L2(X) norms are equivalent over BK,w wpa1 under the condition ‖B̃′wB̃w/n− IK‖ = op(1)

(see Section 4.2). Therefore, we have

‖h̃− h0,K‖2L2(X) = ‖PK,w,n(h0 − h0,K)‖2L2(X) (79)

� ‖PK,w,n(h0 − h0,K)‖2w,n wpa1 (80)

≤ ‖(h0 − h0,K)‖2w,n (81)

where the second line is by equivalence of the empirical and theoretical L2(X) norms wpa1, and the

final line is because PK,w,n is an orthogonal projection on L2
w,n(X). Finally, Markov’s inequality yields

‖(h0 − h0,K)‖2w,n = Op(‖h0 − h0,K‖2L2(X)).

7.2 Proofs for Section 3

Proof of Lemma 3.1. We use a truncation argument together with exponential inequalities for

random matrices. Let Mn � (ζK,nλK,n)(2+δ)/δ (with δ as in Assumption 2(iii) be a sequence of positive

numbers and let

Ω̂1 =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(Ξ1,i − E[Ξ1,i]) (82)

Ω̂2 =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(Ξ2,i − E[Ξ2,i]) (83)

Ξ1,i = ε2i b̃
K
w (Xi)̃b

K
w (Xi)

′{‖ε2i b̃Kw (Xi)̃b
K
w (Xi)

′‖ ≤M2
n} (84)

Ξ2,i = ε2i b̃
K
w (Xi)̃b

K
w (Xi)

′{‖ε2i b̃Kw (Xi)̃b
K
w (Xi)

′‖ > M2
n} . (85)

Clearly Ω̂− Ω = Ω̂1 + Ω̂2, so it is enough to show that ‖Ω̂1‖ = op(1) and ‖Ω̂2‖ = op(1).

Control of ‖Ω̂1‖: By definition, ‖Ξ1,i‖ ≤ M2
n. It follows by the triangle inequality and Jensen’s
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inequality (‖ · ‖ is convex) that ‖Ξ1,i − E[Ξ1,i]‖ ≤ 2Mn. Moreover, by Assumption 2(ii)

E[(Ξ1,i − E[Ξ1,i])
2] ≤ E[ε4i ‖b̃Kw (Xi)‖2b̃Kw (Xi)̃b

K
w (Xi)

′{‖ε2i b̃Kw (Xi)̃b
K
w (Xi)

′‖ ≤M2
n}] (86)

≤ M2
nE[ε2i b̃

K
w (Xi)̃b

K
w (Xi)

′{‖ε2i b̃Kw (Xi)̃b
K
w (Xi)

′‖ ≤M2
n}] (87)

≤ M2
nE[E[ε2i |Xi ]̃b

K
w (Xi)̃b

K
w (Xi)

′] (88)

. M2
nE [̃bKw (Xi)̃b

K
w (Xi)

′] = M2
nIK (89)

where the inequalities are understood in the sense of positive semi-definite matrices. It follows that

‖E[(Ξ1,i−E[Ξ1,i])
2]‖ .M2

n. In the i.i.d. case, Corollary 4.1 yields ‖Ω̂1‖ = Op(Mn

√
(logK)/n) = op(1).

In the β-mixing case, Corollary 4.2 yields ‖Ω̂1‖ = Op(Mn

√
q(logK)/n), and the result follows by taking

q = γ−1 log n in the exponentially β-mixing case and q � n1/(1+γ) in the algebraically β-mixing case.

Control of ‖Ω̂2‖: The simple bound ‖Ξ2,i‖ ≤ (ζK,nλK,n)2ε2i {ε2i > M2
n/(ζK,nλK,n)2} together with

the triangle inequality and Jensen’s inequality (‖ · ‖ is convex) yield

E[‖Ω̂2‖] ≤ 2(ζK,nλK,n)2E[ε2i {|εi| > Mn/(ζK,nλK,n)}] (90)

≤ 2
(ζK,nλK,n)2+δ

M δ
n

E[|εi|2+δ{|εi| > Mn/(ζK,nλK,n)} = o(1) (91)

by Assumption 2(iii) because Mn/(ζK,nλK,n) � (ζK,nλK,n)2/δ → ∞ and (ζK,nλK,n)2+δ/M δ
n � 1.

Therefore, ‖Ω̂2‖ = op(1) by Markov’s inequality.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. First define u∗K(x) = v∗K(x)/‖v∗K‖sd. Note that E[(u∗K(Xi)εi)
2] = 1,

E[u∗K(Xi)
2] = ‖v‖2L2(X)/‖v‖

2
sd � 1 (by Assumptions 2(ii)(iv)), and ‖u∗K‖∞ . ζK,nλK,n by the re-

lation between the L2 and sup norms on BK,w.

By Assumption 9(i)(ii) and the fact that ĥ, h̃ ∈ NK,n wpa1, we obtain:

√
n(f(ĥ)− f(h̃))

V
1/2
K

=

√
n∂f(h0)∂h [ĥ− h̃]

V
1/2
K

+ op(1) (92)

=
1√
n

n∑
i=1

u∗K(Xi)εi +
∂f(h0)
∂h [̃bKw ]′((B̃′wB̃w/n)− − IK)(B̃′we/

√
n)

V
1/2
K

+ op(1) .(93)

The leading term is now shown to be asymptotically N(0, 1) and the second term is shown to be

asymptotically negligible. The proof of this differs depending upon whether the data are i.i.d. or

weakly dependent.
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With i.i.d. data, we first show that the second term on the right-hand side of (93) is op(1). Let

η > 0 be arbitrary. Let Cη be such that lim supP(‖B̃′wB̃w/n − IK‖ > CηζK,nλK,n
√

(logK)/n) ≤ η

(we may always choose such a Cη by Lemma 2.1), let Cn,η denote the event ‖B̃′wB̃w/n − IK‖ ≤

CηζK,nλK,n
√

(logK)/n and let {Cn,η} denote its indicator function. Observe that V
1/2
K �

∥∥∥∂f(h0)∂h [̃bKw ]
∥∥∥

(under Assumption 2(ii)(iv)). Let E[ · |Xn
1 ] denote expectation conditional on X1, . . . , Xn and let ∂b̃Kw

denote ∂f(h0)
∂h [̃bKw ]. By iterated expectations,

E

((∂b̃Kw )′((B̃′wB̃w/n)− − IK)(B̃′we/
√
n)

V
1/2
K

)2

{Cn,η}


=

(∂b̃Kw )′E[((B̃′wB̃w/n)− − IK)E[(B̃′wee
′B̃w/n)|Xn

1 ]((B̃′wB̃w/n)− − IK){Cn,η}]∂b̃Kw
VK

=
(∂b̃Kw )′E[((B̃′wB̃w/n)− − IK)( 1

n

∑n
i=1E[ε2i b̃

K
w (Xi)̃b

K
w (Xi)

′|Xi])((B̃
′
wB̃w/n)− − IK){Cn,η}]∂b̃Kw

VK

.
(∂b̃Kw )′E[((B̃′wB̃w/n)− − IK)(B̃′wB̃w/n)((B̃′wB̃w/n)− − IK){Cn,η}]∂b̃Kw

VK

. C2
ηζ

2
K,nλ

2
K,n(logK)/n = o(1) (94)

for all n sufficiently large, where the second last line is by Assumption 2(ii) and the final line is because

both ‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)−− IK‖ . ‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)− IK‖ and ‖(B̃′wB̃w)/n‖ . 1 hold on Cn,η for all n sufficiently

large under Assumption 5. As lim inf P(Cn,η) ≥ 1 − η and η is arbitrary, the second term in (93) is

therefore op(1).

Now consider the leading term in (93). The summands are i.i.d. with mean zero and unit variance.

The Lindeberg condition is easily verified:

E[ε2iu
∗
K(Xi)

2{|εiu∗K(Xi)| > η
√
n}] = E[ε2iu

∗
K(Xi)

2{|εi| > η(
√
n/ζK,nλK,n)}] (95)

≤ sup
x
E[ε2i {|εi| > η(

√
n/ζK,nλK,n)}|Xi = x] = o(1) (96)

by Assumption 2(v) because ζ2K,nλ
2
K,n/n = o(1). Thus the leading term is asymptotically N(0, 1) by

the Lindeberg-Feller theorem.

With weakly dependent data we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to the second term in
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expression (93) to obtain

∣∣∣∣∣
∂f(h0)
∂h [̃bKw ]′((B̃′wB̃w/n)− − IK)(B̃′we/

√
n)

V
1/2
K

∣∣∣∣∣ (97)

≤

∥∥∥∂f(h0)∂h [̃bKw ]
∥∥∥ ‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)− − IK‖‖B̃′we/n‖ ×

√
n

V
1/2
K

(98)

. ‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)− IK‖‖B̃′we/n‖ ×
√
n (99)

wpa1, because
∥∥∥∂f(h0)∂h [̃bKw ]

∥∥∥ � V 1/2
K and ‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)−−IK‖ ≤ 2‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)−IK‖ wpa1 by Assumption

5. Assumption 2(i)(ii) implies ‖B̃′we/n‖ = Op(
√
K/n), whence the second term in expression (93) is

op(1) by the condition ‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)− IK‖ = op(K
−1/2).

To show the leading term in (93) is asymptotically N(0, 1) we use a martingale CLT (Corol-

lary 2.8 of McLeish (1974)). This verifying the conditions (a) maxi≤n |u∗K(Xi)εi/
√
n| →p 0 and (b)

1
n

∑n
i=1 u

∗
K(Xi)

2ε2i →p 1. To verify condition (a), let η > 0 be arbitrary. Then,

P(max
i≤n
|εiu∗K(Xi)/

√
n| > η) ≤

n∑
i=1

P(|εiu∗K(Xi)/
√
n| > η) (100)

≤ 1

nη2

n∑
i=1

E[ε2iu
∗
K(Xi)

2{|εiu∗K(Xi)/
√
n| > η}] (101)

=
1

η2
E[ε2iu

∗
K(Xi)

2{|εiu∗K(Xi)/
√
n| > η}] (102)

which again is o(1) by Assumption 2(v) since ζ2K,nλ
2
K,n/n = o(1). For condition (b), note that

‖∂f(h0)∂h [̃bKw ]/‖v∗K‖sd‖ = ‖v∗K‖L2(X)/‖v∗K‖sd � 1. Then by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have

∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1

u∗K(Xi)
2ε2i − 1

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣
(
∂f(h0)
∂h [̃bKw ]

‖v∗K‖sd

)′
(Ω̂− Ω)

(
∂f(h0)
∂h [̃bKw ]

‖v∗K‖sd

)∣∣∣∣∣ . ‖Ω̂− Ω‖ (103)

which is op(1) by Assumption 8. Therefore, the leading term in (93) is asymptotically N(0, 1).

It remains to show that √
n(f(h̃)− f(h0))

V
1/2
K

= op(1) . (104)

Assumption 9(ii) and the fact that h̃ ∈ NK,n wpa1 together yield

√
n(f(h̃)− f(h0))

V
1/2
K

=

√
n

VK

∂f(h0)

∂h
[h̃− h0] + op(1) . (105)
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which is op(1) by Assumption 9(iii).

Proof of Corollary 3.1. The result follows from Theorem 3.1. Assumption 4(iii) is satisfied for

these bases under Assumptions 1 and 7. Moreover, Assumption 5 is satisfied under the restrictions

on K (see Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2). Assumption 9 is satisfied provided
√
n‖h̃ − h0‖∞ = o(V

−1/2
K ). But

‖h̃ − h0‖∞ = Op(K
−p/d) by the proof of Theorem 2.1, so

√
nV
−1/2
K K−p/d = o(1) is sufficient for

Assumption 9 to hold. Moreover, under Assumption 2(iii), Lemma 3.1 shows that Assumption 8 and

the condition ‖B̃′wB̃w/n−IK‖ = op(K
−1/2) are satisfied for weakly dependent data under the respective

conditions on K (see Lemma 2.2).

Proof of Corollary 3.2. The result follows by Theorem 3.1 with Assumption 9(i’)–(iv’) in place

of Assumption 9 (see Remark 3.1). Most conditions of Theorem 3.1 can be verified in the same

way as those for Corollary 3.1. Assumption 9(iv’) is satisfied under the conditions on K because

‖h̃− h0‖∞ = Op(K
−p/d) by the proof of Theorem 2.1, and ‖ĥ− h̃‖∞ = Op(

√
(K log n)/n) by Lemma

2.3.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. Result (2) follows from Theorem 3.1 and Result (1) of Lemma 3.2 by the

continuous mapping theorem. It remains to show Result (1). By addition and subtraction of terms,

‖̂v∗K‖
2

sd

‖v∗K‖
2
sd

=
1

n

n∑
i=1

ε2i v
∗
K(Xi)

2

‖v∗K‖
2
sd

+
1

n

n∑
i=1

ε2i (v̂
∗
K(Xi)

2 − v∗K(Xi)
2)

‖v∗K‖
2
sd

(106)

+
1

n

n∑
i=1

(ĥ(Xi)− h0(Xi))
2v∗K(Xi)

2

‖v∗K‖
2
sd

+
1

n

n∑
i=1

(ĥ(Xi)− h0(Xi))
2(v̂∗K(Xi)

2 − v∗K(Xi)
2)

‖v∗K‖
2
sd

− 2

n

n∑
i=1

εi(ĥ(Xi)− h0(Xi))v
∗
K(Xi)

2

‖v∗K‖
2
sd

− 2

n

n∑
i=1

εi(ĥ(Xi)− h0(Xi))(v̂
∗
K(Xi)

2 − v∗K(Xi)
2)

‖v∗K‖
2
sd

=: T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 + T5 + T6 .

Control of T1: T1 →p 1 by Assumption 8.

Control of T2: Let

∂ =
∂f(h0)
∂h [̃bKw ]

‖v∗K‖sd
(107)

∂̂ =
∂f(ĥ)
∂h [̃bKw ]

‖v∗K‖sd
(108)

̂̂
∂ = (B̃′wB̃w/n)−1∂̂ . (109)
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Then with this notation,

|T2| =
∣∣∣∣( ̂̂∂ )′Ω̂

̂̂
∂ − ∂′Ω̂∂

∣∣∣∣ = |( ̂̂∂ + ∂)′Ω̂(
̂̂
∂ − ∂)| ≤ ‖( ̂̂∂ + ∂)′‖‖Ω̂‖‖( ̂̂∂ − ∂)‖ . (110)

Note that ‖Ω̂‖ = Op(1) by Assumption 8(ii). By the triangle inequality and definition of ∂, ∂̂, and
̂̂
∂ ,

‖ ̂̂∂ − ∂̂‖ ≤ ‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)− − IK‖(‖∂̂ − ∂‖+ ‖∂‖) . (111)

Assumption 5 implies ‖(B̃′wB̃w/n)− − IK‖ = op(1); ‖∂̂ − ∂‖ = op(1) by Assumption 9(iv), because

ĥ ∈ NK,n wpa1; and ‖∂‖ � 1 because ‖v∗K‖L2(X) � ‖v∗K‖sd under Assumption 2(ii)(iv). Therefore,

‖ ̂̂∂ − ∂̂‖ = op(1), ‖ ̂̂∂ + ∂̂‖ = Op(1), and so |T2| = op(1).

Control of T3: First note that

|T3| ≤ ‖ĥ− h0‖2∞,w ×
1

n

n∑
i=1

vK(Xi)
2

‖v∗K‖2sd
= op(1)×Op(1) = op(1) (112)

where ‖ĥ− h0‖∞,w = op(1) by hypothesis and n−1
∑n

i=1 vK(Xi)
2/‖v∗K‖2sd by Markov’s inequality and

the fact that ‖v∗K‖L2(X) � ‖v∗K‖sd under Assumption 2(ii)(iv).

Control of T4: by the triangle inequality definition of v̂∗K and v∗K :

|T4| ≤ ‖ĥ− h0‖2∞,w ×

(
1

n

n∑
i=1

v̂∗K(Xi)
2

‖v∗K‖2sd
+

1

n

n∑
i=1

v∗K(Xi)
2

‖v∗K‖2sd

)
(113)

= op(1)×
(̂̂
∂
′
Ω̂
̂̂
∂ + ∂′Ω̂∂

)
≤ op(1)× ‖Ω̂‖ ×

(
‖ ̂̂∂ ‖2 + ‖∂‖2

)
. (114)

Moreover, ‖Ω̂‖ = Op(1) by Assumption 8, ‖∂‖ � 1 by Assumption 2(ii)(iv), and ‖ ̂̂∂ ‖ ≤ ‖ ̂̂∂ − ∂̂‖ +

‖∂̂ − ∂‖+ ‖∂‖ = Op(1) by Assumption 5 and 9(iv). It follows that |T4| = op(1).

Control of T5: By the inequality 2|a| ≤ 1 + a2, we have

|T5| ≤ ‖ĥ− h0‖∞,w
1

n

n∑
i=1

(1 + ε2i )v
∗
K(Xi)

2

‖v∗K‖2sd
= op(1)×Op(1) = op(1) (115)

where ‖ĥ − h0‖∞,w = op(1) by hypothesis, n−1
∑n

i=1 ε
2
i v
∗
K(Xi)

2/‖v∗K‖2sd →p 1 by Assumption 8, and

the remaining term is Op(1) by the arguments for T3.

Control of T6: The proof is essentially the same as that for T2, except we replace Ω̂ by the matrix
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f̂ = n−1
∑n

i=1 εi(ĥ(Xi)− h0(Xi))̃b
K
w (Xi)̃b

K
w (Xi)

′. By the inequality 2|a| ≤ 1 + a2, it follows that

‖f̂‖ ≤ ‖ĥ− h0‖∞,w ×

∥∥∥∥∥n−1
n∑
i=1

(1 + ε2i )̃b
K
w (Xi)̃b

K
w (Xi)

′

∥∥∥∥∥ (116)

= ‖ĥ− h0‖∞,w ×
∥∥∥B̃′wB̃w/n+ Ω̂

∥∥∥ = op(1)×Op(1) = op(1) (117)

because ‖ĥ−h0‖∞,w = op(1), ‖B̃′wB̃w/n‖ = Op(1) by Assumption 5, and ‖Ω̂‖ = Op(1) by Assumption

8.

Proof of Theorem 3.2. This follows from Lemma 3.2.

First, Assumption 5 is satisfied for i.i.d. and β-mixing data under the respective conditions on

K (see Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2). Moreover, Lemma 3.1 shows that Assumption 8 and the condition

‖B̃′wB̃w/n − IK‖ = op(K
−1/2) is satisfied for weakly dependent data under the respective conditions

on K (see Lemma 2.2). Therefore Theorem 3.1 may be applied for asymptotic normality of f(ĥ).

To apply Lemma 3.2 it remains to show that ‖ĥ − h0‖∞,w = op(1). But ‖h̃ − h0‖∞ = op(1) by

assumption, and ‖ĥ− h̃‖∞ = Op(ζK,nλK,n
√

(log n)/n) = op(1) by Lemmas 2.3, 2.1 and 2.2 under the

conditions on K.

7.3 Proofs for Section 4

Proof of Corollary 4.1. Follows from Theorem 4.1 with t = Cσn
√

log(d1 + d2) for sufficiently large

C, and applying the condition Rn
√

log(d1 + d2) = o(σn).

Proof of Theorem 4.2. By Berbee’s lemma (enlarging the probability space as necessary) the

process {Xi} can be coupled with a process X∗i such that Yk := {X(k−1)q+1, . . . , Xkq} and Y ∗k :=

{X∗(k−1)q+1, . . . , X
∗
kq} are identically distributed for each k ≥ 1, P(Yk 6= Y ∗k ) ≤ β(q) for each k ≥ 1 and

{Y ∗1 , Y ∗3 , . . .} are independent and {Y ∗2 , Y ∗4 , . . .} are independent (see Lemma 2.1 of Berbee (1987)).

Let Ie and Io denote the indices of {1, . . . , n} corresponding to the odd- and even-numbered blocks,

and Ir the indices in the remainder, so Ir = q[n/q] + 1, . . . , n when q[n/q] < n and Ir = ∅ when

q[n/q] = n.
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Let Ξ∗i,n = Ξ(X∗i,n). By the triangle inequality,

P (‖
∑n

i=1 Ξi,n‖ ≥ 6t)

≤ P(‖
∑[n/q]q

i=1 Ξ∗i,n‖+ ‖
∑

i∈Ir Ξi,n‖+ ‖
∑[n/q]q

i=1 (Ξ∗i,n − Ξi,n)‖ ≥ 6t)

≤ n
q β(q) + P

(
‖
∑

i∈Ir Ξi,n‖ ≥ t
)

+ P
(
‖
∑

i∈Ie Ξ∗i,n‖ ≥ t
)

+ P
(
‖
∑

i∈Io Ξ∗i,n‖ ≥ t
) (118)

To control the last two terms we apply Theorem 4.1, recognizing that
∑

i∈Ie Ξ∗i,n and
∑

i∈Io Ξ∗i,n are

each the sum of fewer than [n/q] independent d1 × d2 matrices, namely W ∗k =
∑kq

i=(k−1)q+1 Ξ∗i,n.

Moreover each W ∗k satisfies ‖W ∗k ‖ ≤ qRn and max{‖E[W ∗kW
∗′
k ]‖, ‖E[W ∗′k W

∗
k ]‖} ≤ q2sn. Theorem 4.1

then yields

P

(∥∥∥∥∥∑
i∈Ie

Ξ∗i,n

∥∥∥∥∥ ≥ t
)
≤ (d1 + d2)exp

(
−t2/2

nqs2n + qRnt/3

)
(119)

and similarly for Io.

Proof of Corollary 4.2. Follows from Theorem 4.2 with t = Csn
√
nq log(d1 + d2) for sufficiently

large C, and the conditions n
q β(q) = o(1) and Rn

√
q log(d1 + d2) = o(sn

√
n).

Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let G = E[bKw (Xi)b
K
w (Xi)

′]. Since BK,w = clsp{bK1wn, . . . , bKKwn}, we have:

sup{| 1n
∑n

i=1 b(Xi)
2 − 1| : b ∈ BK,w, E[b(X)2] = 1}

= sup{|c′(B′wBw/n−G)c| : c ∈ RK , ‖G1/2c‖ = 1} (120)

= sup{|c′G1/2(G−1/2(B′wBw/n)G−1/2 − IK)G1/2c| : c ∈ RK , ‖G1/2c‖ = 1} (121)

= sup{|c′(B̃′wB̃w/n− IK)c| : c ∈ RK , ‖c‖ = 1} (122)

= ‖B̃′wB̃w/n− IK‖22 (123)

as required.

7.4 Proofs for Section 5

We first present a general result that allows us to bound the L∞ operator norm of the L2(X) pro-

jection PK onto a linear sieve space BK ≡ clsp{bK1, . . . , bKK} by the `∞ norm of the inverse of its

corresponding Gram matrix.

Lemma 7.1 If there exists a sequence of positive constants {cK} such that (i) supx∈X ‖bK(x)‖`1 . cK
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and (ii) max1≤k≤K ‖bKk‖L1(X) . c−1K , then

‖PK‖∞ . ‖
(
E[bK(Xi)b

K(Xi)
′]
)−1 ‖`∞ .

Proof of Lemma 7.1. By Hölder’s inequality (with (i)), definition of the operator norm, and Hölder’s

inequality again (with (ii)), we obtain:

|PKf(x)| = |bK(x)′
(
E[bK(Xi)b

K(Xi)
′]
)−1

E[bK(Xi)f(Xi)]|

≤ ‖bK(x)‖`1‖
(
E[bK(Xi)b

K(Xi)
′]
)−1

E[bK(Xi)f(Xi)]|‖`∞

. cK‖
(
E[bK(Xi)b

K(Xi)
′]
)−1

E[bK(Xi)f(Xi)]|‖`∞

≤ cK‖
(
E[bK(Xi)b

K(Xi)
′]
)−1 ‖`∞‖E[bK(Xi)f(Xi)]|‖`∞

= cK‖
(
E[bK(Xi)b

K(Xi)
′]
)−1 ‖`∞ max

1≤k≤K
E[|bKk(Xi)f(Xi)|]

≤ cK‖
(
E[bK(Xi)b

K(Xi)
′]
)−1 ‖`∞ max

1≤k≤K
E[|bKk(Xi)|]‖f‖∞

. ‖
(
E[bK(Xi)b

K(Xi)
′]
)−1 ‖∞‖f‖∞

uniformly in x. The result now follows by taking the supremum over x ∈ X .

We will bound ‖
(
E[bK(Xi)b

K(Xi)
′]
)−1 ‖`∞ for (tensor product) wavelet bases using the following

Lemma.

Lemma 7.2 Let A ∈ RK×K be a positive definite symmetric matrix such that Ai,j = 0 whenever

|i− j| > m/2 for m even. Then: ‖A−1‖`∞ ≤ 2C
1−λ where

κ = λmax(A)/λmin(A)

λ =

(√
κ− 1√
κ+ 1

)2/m

< 1

C = ‖A−1‖max{1, (1 +
√
κ)2/(2κ)} .

Proof of Lemma 7.2. By definition of the matrix infinity norm, we have

‖A−1‖∞ = max
j≤K

K∑
k=1

|(A−1)j,k| .
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The result now follows by Theorem 2.4 of Demko, Moss, and Smith (1984) (which states that
∣∣(A−1)i,j∣∣ ≤

Cλ|i−j| for all i, j) and geometric summation.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. We first prove the univariate case (i.e. d = 1) before generalizing to the

multivariate case.

By the definition of wavelet basis, we may assume without loss of generality that bK1 = ϕJ,0, . . . ,

bKK = ϕJ,2J−1 with K = 2J .

For any x ∈ [0, 1] the vector bK(x) has, at most, 2N elements that are nonzero (as a consequence

of the compact support of the ϕJ,k). It follows that

‖bK(x)‖`1 ≤ (2N)2J/2 max{‖ϕ‖∞, ‖ϕl0‖∞, . . . , ‖ϕlN−1‖∞, ‖ϕr−1‖∞, . . . , ‖ϕr−N‖∞} . 2J/2 (124)

uniformly in x. Therefore supx∈[0,1] ‖bK(x)‖`1 .
√
K. Let k be such that N ≤ k ≤ 2J − N − 1. By

boundedness of fX and a change of variables, we have (with µ denoting Lebesgue measure)

E[|ϕJ,k(Xi)|] ≤ sup
x∈[0,1]

fX(x)

∫
R

2J/2|ϕ(2Jx− k)| dµ(x) (125)

= sup
x∈[0,1]

fX(x)2−J/2
∫
R
|ϕ(y)|dµ(y) (126)

= sup
x∈[0,1]

fX(x)2−J/2‖ϕ‖L1(µ) (127)

where ‖ϕ‖L1(µ) < ∞ because ϕ has compact support and is continuous. Similar arguments can be

used to show the same for the N left and right scaling functions. It follows that maxk ‖bKk‖L1(X) .

2−J/2 = K−1/2. Therefore, the bK1, . . . , bKK satisfy the conditions of Lemma 7.1 and hence ‖PK‖∞ .

‖
(
E[bK(Xi)b

K(Xi)
′]
)−1 ‖`∞ .

It remains to prove that ‖
(
E[bK(Xi)b

K(Xi)
′]
)−1 ‖`∞ . 1. We first verify the conditions of Lemma

7.2. Disjoint support of the ϕJ,k implies that (E[bK(Xi)b
K(Xi)

′])k,j = 0 whenever |k − j| > 2N − 1.

For positive definiteness, we note that

λmax(E[bK(Xi)b
K(Xi)

′]) ≤

(
sup
x∈[0,1]

fX(x)

)
λmax

(∫
[0,1]

bK(x)bK(x)′ dµ(x)

)
=

(
sup
x∈[0,1]

fX(x)

)
(128)

(where we understand the integral performed element wise) because ϕJ,0, . . . , ϕJ,2J−1 are an orthonor-

mal basis for VJ with respect to the L2([0, 1]) inner product. Similarly, λmin(E[bK(X)bK(X)′]) ≥
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infx∈[0,1] fX(x). Therefore

κ ≤ ( sup
x∈[0,1]

fX(x))/( inf
x∈[0,1]

fX(x)) <∞

uniformly in K, and

‖
(
E[bK(Xi)b

K(Xi)
′]
)−1 ‖ ≤ 1/( inf

x∈[0,1]
fX(x)) <∞

uniformly in K. This verifies the conditions of Lemma 7.2 for A = E[bK(Xi)b
K(Xi)

′]. It follows by

Lemma 7.2 that ‖
(
E[bK(Xi)b

K(Xi)
′]
)−1 ‖`∞ . 1, as required.

We now adapt the preceding arguments to the multivariate case. For any x = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ [0, 1]d

we define bK(x) = ⊗dl=1b
K0(xl) where bK0(xl) = (ϕJ,0(xl), . . . , ϕJ,2J−1(xl))

′ and K0 = 2J .

Recall that K = 2Jd. For any x = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ [0, 1]d we have

‖bK(x)‖`1 =
d∏
l=1

‖bK0(xl)‖`1 (129)

≤
(

(2N)2J/2 max{‖ϕ‖∞, ‖ϕl0‖∞, . . . , ‖ϕlN−1‖∞, ‖ϕr−1‖∞, . . . , ‖ϕr−N‖∞}
)d

(130)

= . (2J/2)d =
√
K . (131)

With slight abuse of notation we let Xi1, . . . , Xid denote the d elements of Xi. For 0 ≤ k1, . . . , kd ≤

2J − 1, Fubini’s theorem and a change of variables yields

E

[∣∣∣∣∣
d∏
l=1

ϕJ,k(Xil)

∣∣∣∣∣
]
≤ sup

x∈[0,1]d
fX(x)

∫
Rd

(
d∏
l=1

|ϕJ,kl(xl)|

)
dµ(x1, . . . , xd) (132)

= sup
x∈[0,1]d

fX(x)

d∏
l=1

(∫
R
|ϕJ,kl(xl)| dµ(xl)

)
(133)

. (2−J/2)d = K−1/2 . (134)

This verifies the conditions of Lemma 7.1 and hence ‖PK‖∞ . ‖
(
E[bK(Xi)b

K(Xi)
′]
)−1 ‖`∞ .

The tensor product basis is an orthonormal basis with respect to Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]d (by Fu-

bini’s theorem). Therefore, the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of E[bK(Xi)b
K(Xi)

′] may be shown

to be bounded below and above by infx∈[0,1]d fX(x) and supx∈[0,1]d fX(x) as in the univariate case.

Again, compact support of the ϕJ,k and the tensor product construction implies that E[bK(Xi)b
K(Xi)

′]

is banded: (E[bK(Xi)b
K(Xi)

′])k,j = 0 whenever |k − j| > (2N − 1)d. This verifies the conditions of

Lemma 7.2 for E[bK(Xi)b
K(Xi)

′]. It follows by Lemma 7.2 that ‖
(
E[bK(Xi)b

K(Xi)
′]
)−1 ‖`∞ . 1, as
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required.

Theorem 7.1 Under conditions stated in Theorem 5.1, we have ‖PK,n‖∞ . 1 wpa1 provided the

following are satisfied:

(i) ‖ (B′B/n)− E[bK(Xi)b
K(Xi)

′]‖ = op(1), and

(ii) max1≤k≤K

∣∣∣ 1
n

∑n
i=1 |bKk(Xi)|−E[|bKk(Xi)|]

E[|bKk(Xi)|]

∣∣∣ = op(1).

Proof of Theorem 7.1. Condition (ii) max1≤k≤K
1
n

∑n
i=1 |bKk(Xi)|−E[|bKk(Xi)|]

E[|bKk(Xi)|] = op(1) implies

max
1≤k≤K

1

n

n∑
i=1

|bKk(Xi)| . max
1≤k≤K

‖bKk‖L1(X) . K−1/2 (135)

where the final inequality is by the proof of Theorem 5.1. Moreover, supx ‖bK(x)‖`1 .
√
K by the

proof of Theorem 5.1. It follows analogously to Lemma 7.1 that ‖PK,n‖∞ . ‖ (B′B/n)−1 ‖∞ wpa1

(noting that B′B/n is invertible wpa1 because ‖ (B′B/n)−E[bK(Xi)b
K(Xi)

′]‖ = op(1) and λK,n . 1).

Condition (i) ‖ (B′B/n)−E[bK(Xi)b
K(Xi)

′]‖ = op(1) implies (1) λmin(B′B/n) & λmin(E[bK(Xi)b
K(Xi)

′]),

(2) λmax(B′B/n) . λmax(E[bK(Xi)b
K(Xi)

′]), and (3) ‖ (B′B/n)−1 ‖ . ‖
(
E[bK(Xi)b

K(Xi)
′]
)−1 ‖ all

hold wpa1. Moreover, λmin(E[bK(Xi)b
K(Xi)

′]) & 1 and λmax(E[bK(Xi)b
K(Xi)

′]) . 1 by the proof of

Theorem 5.1. It follows by Lemma 7.2 that ‖ (B′B/n)−1 ‖`∞ . 1 wpa1, as required.

Proof of Theorem 5.2. Condition (i) of Theorem 7.1 is satisfied because λK,n . 1 and the condition

‖(B̃′B̃/n)− IK‖ = op(1) under the conditions on K (see Lemma 2.1 for the i.i.d. case and Lemma 2.2

for the weakly dependent case). Therefore,

‖(B′B/n)− E[bK(Xi)b
K(Xi)

′]‖ ≤ [λmin(E[bK(Xi)b
K(Xi)

′])]−1‖(B̃′B̃/n)− IK‖ (136)

. ‖(B̃′B̃/n)− IK‖ = op(1) . (137)

It remains to verify condition (ii) of Theorem 7.1. Let bK1 = ϕdJ,0, . . . , bKK = ϕd
J,2J−1 with K = 2dJ

as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. Similar arguments to the proof of Theorem 5.1 yield the bounds

‖bKk‖∞ . 2dJ/2 =
√
K uniformly for 1 ≤ k ≤ K. Let fX(x) denote the density of X. Then by
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infx∈[0,1]d |fX(x)| > 0 and Fubini’s theorem

E[|bKk(X)|] ≥
(

inf
x∈[0,1]d

fX(x)

)∫
[0,1]d

(∏
l=1d

|ϕJ,kl(xl)|

)
dµ(x1, . . . , xd) (138)

=

(
inf

x∈[0,1]d
fX(x)

) d∏
l=1

(∫
[0,1]
|ϕJ,kl(xl)|dµ(xl)

)
. (139)

A change of variables argument yields
∫
[0,1] |ϕJ,kl(xl)|dµ(xl) & 2−J/2 uniformly for 0 ≤ kl ≤ 2J − 1,

and so E[|bKk(X)|] & 2−dJ/2 = K−1/2 uniformly for 1 ≤ k ≤ K.

For the i.i.d. case, define b∗Kk(Xi) = n−1(|bKk(Xi)| − E[|bKk(Xi)|])/(E[|bKk(Xi)|]) for each 1 ≤

k ≤ K. It may be deduced from the preceding bounds and the fact that E[bKk(Xi)
2] � 1 that

‖b∗Kk‖∞ . K/n and E[b∗Kk(Xi)
2] . K/n2. By the union bound and Bernstein’s inequality (see, e.g.,

pp. 192–193 of Pollard (1984)) we obtain, for any t > 0,

P

(
max

1≤k≤K

∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
∑n

i=1 |bKk(Xi)| − E[|bKk(Xi)|]
E[|bKk(Xi)|]

∣∣∣∣∣ > t

)

≤
K∑
k=1

P

(∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
∑n

i=1 |bKk(Xi)| − E[|bKk(Xi)|]
E[|bKk(Xi)|]

∣∣∣∣∣ > t

)
(140)

≤ 2 exp

{
logK − t2/2

c1K/n+ c2K/nt

}
(141)

where c1 and c2 are finite positive constants independent of t. The right-hand side of (141) vanishes

as n→∞ since K log n/n = o(1).

For the beta-mixing regressors case, we may extend the proof for the i.i.d. case using a coupling

argument similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2 to deduce that

P

(
max

1≤k≤K

∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
∑n

i=1 |bKk(Xi)| − E[|bKk(Xi)|]
E[|bKk(Xi)|]

∣∣∣∣∣ > t

)

.
n

q
β(q) + exp

{
log n− t2

c1Kq/n+ c2Kq/nt

}
. (142)

The right-hand side is o(1) provided n
q β(q) = o(1) and (qK log n)/n = o(1). Both these conditions

are satisfied under the conditions on K, taking q = γ−1 log n in the exponentially β-mixing case and

q � nγ/(1+γ) in the algebraically β-mixing case.
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